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The Gallants Retire

Rightly or wrongly, the year 1999 will be a landmark year for many citizens of the

world because it will signify the end of a decade, the end of a century, and the end of a

millenium. The year 1999 will also be a year of great significance in the history of Stanstead

College and the Stanstead family because it marks the end of a most distinguished career for

Mr. K. H. Barry Gallant. Mr. Gallant is arguably the one headmaster in this century who may
have had the most impact on the reputation which Stanstead College now enjoys amongst the

independent schools in this country. It is impossible in a brief write up to ever do justice or

properly recognize the career and accomplishments of any individual such as Mr. Gallant.

However, in this brief report I hope to let you in on a little of who your headmaster is and what

he has done for Stanstead and for all of us. Mr. Gallant was born in Vancouver but grew up and

graduated from high school in Victoria, B.C.. He moved east in 1955 to study first at the

College Militaire Royale (CMR) in St. Jean, Quebec and later at the Royal Military College (RMC)

in Kingston, Ontario where, in 1960, he graduated with a B.A. degree. The year 1960 was to

be an important year in Mr. Gallant's life for two other reasons. First of all he married Dorothy

whom he had met in 1957 and secondly he joined the 1
st Princess Patricia's Canadian Light

Infantry, one of Canada’s oldest and most distinguished army units. In 1963 Mr. Gallant

entered graduate school at McGill and received his Master's Degree in 1969. In between, in

1964-1965, he worked for the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturaiism in Canada

and wrote a report for the commission on the status of language use in the armed forces in

Canada. In 1965, he received a phone call from Mr. Ed Cayley, a past headmaster at Stanstead, and was offered a teaching position that he

accepted, thus beginning an illustrious 34 year career at the school.The Mr. Gallant that began at Stanstead in the fall of 1965 smoked a pipe and a

few years later sported a full moustache. He taught both English and history in the early years and would eventually teach political science and

economics as well. No stranger to athletics, Mr. Gallant coached the senior boys' soccer and bantam hockey teams and for several years was a

player-coach in the spring term intramural softball league. You’ll be interested to know that his senior boys’ soccer teams won 3 consecutive

championships in the late 1960s. Mr. Gallant was also a referee in the senior soccer league for, as he puts it, “too many years". Not surprisingly,

Mr. Gallant’s interest in the success of athletics at Stanstead carried over into his years as headmaster where he has proven to be one of the

school’s most ardent and consistent fans of all teams at all levels both at home and, if he was in the area, on the road. In 1968 Mr. Gallant became

the House Director of Bugbee House, the Head of the Humanities Department in 1969, and in 1972 was appointed Assistant Headmaster. It is as the

Assistant Headmaster during the turbulent 1970s where his administrative abilities were really put to the test and which would ultimately result in his

appointment as Headmaster in 1980. The 1970s were somewhat troublesome years for Stanstead as we were a school that seemed out of sync

and unable to meet the challenges and the needs of the youth of the day. In his role as Assistant Headmaster Mr. Gallant proved to be the person

best able to right the ship. As Headmaster he did so, putting Stanstead squarely on the map once again. Respect for Mr. Gallant was also recog-

nized by his peers in the private school profession as through the 1980s and 1990s he held such positions as the Secretary of the Canadian

Association of Independent Schools (CAIS), Treasurer of the Quebec Association of Independent Schools (QAIS), and President of the QAIS in which

capacity he was the Conference Chairman for the CAIS Conference held in Quebec City in 1992. As Mr. Gallant steps down, you might also be

interested to know that he is currently one of the three longest serving headmasters at any independent school in Canada.At this point I would like to

point out that much of what Mr. Gallant has done for the school would not have been possible without the love and support and dedication of the

school’s first lady, Mrs. Dorothy Gallant. What most of you probably don’t know is that Mrs. Gallant, outside of the normal expectations of the wife of

a headmaster, taught English from Grades 7-10 and history in Grade 10 for close to 15 years. From members of the Board of Trustees right down

to most of the student body who have had the privilege to know and work with Mrs. Gallant, I can’t think of a better word to truly describe this

remarkable lady than “gracious”. While Mrs. Gallant may have kept a low profile in the day-to-day life of the school she has, nevertheless, been an

outstanding supporter of Mr. Gallant and the school and the consummate first lady of our Stanstead family. Mr. and Mrs. Gallant have a son,

Geoffrey, who is hoping to receive his Ph.D. in December and a daughter, Rachel, who will graduate in December with her teaching degree.As you

can imagine, many changes have occurred at Stanstead during the 34 years that Mr. Gallant has been here. I asked him to mention a few of the

major ones and what came immediately to mind were a return to co-education in 1979 after 20 years as a boys only school, a return to proper

standards and a more varied uniform, higher academic standards, and the fact that the entire school was now a much more professional operation.

When pressed a little further and asked if there was any one or two things he was most proud of accomplishing as headmaster, he simply replied

that he was very impressed by the long-term dedication of the senior faculty and their impact on the younger staff and that he is very happy with the

direction in which the school is going. I think that “direction” is the key word here. Mr. Gallant is an ideas person and a man of vision and under his

guidance spearheaded a number of committees a few years ago to redefine the school’s mission. The outcome was a new and fresh look at

ourselves, who we are, what we stand for, and where we are going. The bottom line is that we are dedicated to preparing students for university

study with not only a Canadian focus but a North American focus as well. As a part of that vision Stanstead College is the only Canadian school to be

accredited by the prestigious New England Association of Schools and Colleges (1996) and to have membership (1997) in the Independent Schools

Association of Northern New England.As many of you know, Mr. Gallant is a keen and qualified sailor. I think it is therefore appropriate to use the

analogy that Mr. Gallant took over the helm of the ship in 1980 when it was in very troubled waters and during his 19 years as Headmaster he has

guided us into calm seas and set us on the right course. Like the past 100 plus years in Stanstead’s history, the annual baccalaureate and prize-

giving this year will close a chapter in the lives of the graduating classes as they receive their high school diplomas and head off to do post

secondary studies. It will also close a chapter in the history of the school and the careers of Mr. and Mrs. Gallant who have been here for 34 years.

When asked about his retirement plans, he smiled and said I could probably answer that question as easily as he could. He was looking forward to

some unstructured living where he and Mrs. Gallant could set their own timetable. Amen to that. The Stanstead family thank you both for your

outstanding contributions to the school and to the local community and wish you both a long and healthy retirement.

Brian Denney
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FACULTY

Standing: Mr. C. Williams, Mme. I. Marcotte, Mr. L. Nelson, Ms. E. Simard, Ms. A. Giles, Mr. E. VanDyke, Ms. M.

Mihaljevic, Mrs. L. Atkin, Mr. G. Telling, Ms. C. Campbell, Ms. J. McCurdy, Mr. P. Thomson, Mrs. S. Telling, Mr. C.

Wells, Mrs. L. Moman, Mr. M. McNamara, Ms. I. Paradis, Ms. B. Wadleigh, Mr. A. Simard, Mr. G. Chandler.

Sitting: Mr. B. Denney, Mr. P. Ashworth, Mr. N. Southward, Mr. B. Gallant, Mr. P. Duncan, Mrs. D. Duncan.

Mr. K.H. Barry Gallant, M.A.

Mr. Norman Southward, B.A., M.Ed.

Mr. Paul Duncan, B.A., M.A.

Mr. Peter Ashworth, B.A.

Ms. Carmen Campbell, B.A., Dip. Ed.

Mr. Andrew Elliot, B.A., B.Ed.

Mr. Andre Simard, B.A., B.Ed.

Ms. Louise Gittens, B.A., Dip. Ed.

Mr. Brian Denney, B.A., B.Ed.

Mr. Christopher Skelton, B. Sc., B. Eng

Headmaster
Assistant Headmaster
Academic Dean
Dean of Students - Boys

Dean of Students - Girls

Director of Admissions

Director of Athletics

Director of Development
Director of Studies

Business Manager

Mrs. Liz Getty, Librarian, Communications

Ms. Karen Cushing, B.Comm., Development Officer

Mrs. Bisia Williams, B.A., Assistant Librarian

Ms. Cynthia Baldwin, Lab Technician

Ms. Isabelle Marcotte, B.A., Junior Matron

Mrs. L. Atkin, B.A., Dip. Ed.

Mrs. Helena Bardati, B. Sc., Dip. Ed.

Mr. James Carter, Ph.D.

Mr. Graham Chandler, B.A., B.Ed.

Mr. Peter Channell

Mrs. Dorothy Duncan, B.A. TESOL
Ms. A. Giles, B.Sc., B.Ed.

Mrs. Barbara Hetu, R.N.

Mr. Mike McNamara, B.A.

Ms. J. McCurdy, B.A., B.Ed., Special Ed

Ms. Marina Mihaljevic, B. Sc., B. Ed.

Mrs. Lena Moman, B. Sc., Dip. Ed.

Mr. Lawrence Nelson, B. Sc., Dip. Ed.

Ms. I. Paradis, B.A., Dip. Ed.

Ms. Emilie Simard, B.A., B.Ed.

Mr. Geoffrey Telling, M.A.

Mrs. Susan Telling

Mr. Peter Thomson, B.A.

Mr. Erik VanDyke, B. Eng., Dip. Ed.

Ms. Beth Wadleigh, B.A., B.Ed.

Mr. Christian Wells, B.Sc. B.Ed.

Mr. Christian Williams, B.F.A. M.Ed
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Back row: A. Spirk, R. Owen, K. McCallum, M. Hetu (Head Prefect), C, Bonspiel

Front: K. Mundle, Mr. K.H.B. Gallant, K. Goyette.

Back row: J.N. Verreault, R. Goeller, M. Hetu, D. Gray, T. Phillips, A. Spirk

Middle: M.P. Germain, Mr. P. Ashworth, M. Tremblay-Noel, J. Dupuis, K. Mundle, C. Bonspiel, K. McCallum,

R. Owen, K. Goyette, S. Petraki, A. Marcotte, J. Trudeau, G. Laquerre, Miss C. Campbell, C. Veillette, A. Kim.

Front: Ms. E. Simard, Miss M. Mihaljevic, Mr. L. Nelson, Miss J. McCurdy, Mrs. S. Telling, Mr. A. Simard, Ms

I. Paradis, Mr. C. Wells.
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Board Of Trustees

Officers

Honorary Chairman Eric T. Webster

Chairman of The Board of Trustees Gordon L. McGilton

Chairman of The Executive Committee Geoffrey Wagner

Treasurer Georges Beaubien

Secretary H. Garry Jones

Trustees

Elvyn Baldwin Rebecca Nienkamper

Georges Beaubien James V. Poapst

Gaston Beliveau Matt Price-Gallagher

Eleanor Campbell Anne Ramirez

George F. Carter Richard Renaud

Robert Colby Albert S. Rich

Richard H. Colt J. Dugald Ross

Tracey Emms Peter Scowen

Bridget Fetterly Ron Spaulding

Pierre Geoffroy John Stronach

Christiane Germain A. Scott Taylor

H. Garry Jones
*

Bert Titcomb

Joseph Levy Hugh Thomson

Samuel MacCallum Rocio Villareal

Gordon McGilton Geoffrey Wagner

John Mackay Philip Webster

J. Scott Morgan Michael T. Wolfe

* denotes member of Executive Committee

Honorary Trustees

Thomas C. Camp Malcolm W. MacDonald

Charles W. Colby Peggy Montgomery

John H.E. Colby Eric T. Webster

E. Stewart Cowen Lome Webster
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Left: Ms. H. Ledoux, Accountant, Mr. C. Jacques, Accountant, Ms,

J. Cass, Secretary

Right: Mr. K. Skelton, Business Manager

BUSINESS OFFICE
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ADMISSIONS OFFICE

Left: Mrs. S. Marotte, Admissions Secretary, Mr. A. Elliot,

Director of Admissions, Mrs. J. Carruthers, Admissions Officer

Right: Mrs. L Atkin, Admissions Officer

DEVELOPMENT & COMMUNICATIONS OFFICE

Left: Mrs. K. Cushings, Development Officer, Mrs. L. Gittens,

Director of Development

Right: Mrs. L. Getty, Communications Officer
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Mr. P. Thomson

Mrs. H. Rothmsl!
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MAINTENANCE
TtftfitJlj

Back Row: N. Buzzed, M. Seguin, T. Middleton, S. Lang

Front: A. Moman, B. Flanders, A. Buzzell

LAUNDRY & CLEANING

Back Row: J, Gingras, J. Dustin, N. Baraw, A. Sheldon

Front: E. Flanders, N. Demers, J. Tilton, W. Kimpton

r
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A. Cline

J. Callaway

C. Bourgouin

Bi

C. Davidson
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Colby

House
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Bugbee

House
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LUMNI DAY
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STANSTEAD
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Student
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P E N I N G WEEK
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HRISTMAS DANCE
|
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AROL SERVICE
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RADE TEN TRIP TO OTTAWA
|
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RIP TO LA RONDE
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Editor in Chief Marc Hetu

Managing Editor Ryan Owen

Senior Editors Darren Gray

Nick Gariepy

Keely Mundle

Editor Meagan Heath

Junior Editor Cale Spaulding

Consultant Alex Danes

Computer Layout Liam MacNeil

Keith Nunziata

Adam Spirk

Tamara Jacobi

Lucille Villasenor

Jean McDowell

Luc McDowell

Brian Chen

Jean-Nicolas Verreault

Kristin McCallum

Advertising Coordinators Ryan Goeller

Jesse McRae

Photography Marie Pier Germain

Jared Givarz

Adriana Salinas

Advisors Mr. P. Ashworth

Mr. P. Duncan
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wEIGHTS & FITNESS CLUB
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FOOD COMMITTEE

LAUNDRY COMMITTEE
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GRAD COMMITTEE

REC. HALL COMMITTEE

4
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CUBA DIVING CLUB
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INVE$TMENTCLUB

CREATIVE WRITING CLUB
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September
Opening BBQ

Welcome Back Dance

Shopping & Movies

October
Mt. Orford Excursion

Bowling

Shopping & Movies

Comedy at BU
Halloween Dance

November
Meal at Beni Won Ton’s & Movies

Bowling

Mid Term Trip to Florida

Movies

Christmas Shopping

December
Christmas Dance

Skiing at Jay Peak

Movies

January
Movies

Bowling

Winter Carnival

February
Mid Term Ski Trip to Mt. St. Anne

Movies

Cafe Cappuccino

Valentine’s Dance

March
Bowling

Shopping

Movies

April

Easter Dance

Fashion Show at the Convent

Dinner & Movies

Laser Dome in Montreal

May
Movies & Shopping

The Mousetrap” at the Opera House

Go-Karting

Trip to La Ronde

June
Graduation Dance at the Hermitage

Dinner& Movies

Closing Dance

Variety Show/Slide Show
Fireworks
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NTERACT C LUB

This year, the interact club has a new addition in the executive committee, fund raising supervisor, Keely

Mundle, Jean-Nick Verreault is the membership secretary, Brendan Heath is the secretary, Mathew Watt is

the treasurer and Brian Chen is vice president. This year was full of success, first the club manages to offer

aid to raise money along with the x-country running team for a less fortunate youth who suffers from a

hereditary disease. Then, we managed to start visiting the senior citizen’s home across from the school.

However, the lack of timing led this project to be a less successful one. During the Christmas dance, we

manage to collect over 200 items of canned food and other dry food for Christmas baskets for the local

food bank with a $200 dollar collection.

The test of teamwork has come to a start with the kiss-a gram. Keely and Meagan lead in this project and

it raised several hundreds of dollars for AIDS research. At approximately the same time, the most successful

penny drive within the recent years granted the Davis boys a sleep in raising almost 2 dollars per person.

The Bugbee boys have also done a very good job of getting more than 3 dollars per person. Colby girls, as

usual, due to their small numbers have raise more than 2 dollars per capita. With the leaving with last years

grade 12, Webster’s participation also left with them, not mentioning how much they have raised... Credits

have to be given to Matt Watt, Jean-Nick, Brian Chen and other people who have encouraged the spirit of this

fund raising event. Last but not least, congratulations to everyone who has donated money who has heard to

support the foster parent plan for the Interact Club to support a child in India.

The year closed with the success of a 30-hour famine for the World Vision with Olivia Mosley leading the

event. This year has definitely been a year of success for Interact and the rest of the school, good job guys!

Thank you Mr. Telling and other staff members who have helped with our projects. Thank You!

Tom Lee

President
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JUSTICE

A small girl lies limp in the dawn.

Empty eyes strung back in her head,

Her breath has stopped, her pulse is gone.

This poor girl’s life has ended— dead, dead, dead.

A man rolls back upon his heels,

Tilts up his head and laughs a malicious laugh.

A king of kings who never acts

But watches pain, and leans upon his crooked staff.

Why do we hate, why do we love,

The dreaded devil and the beloved dove.

The world is turning but without a cause.

Hearts are breaking for there are no laws.

Who is just.

Who wins the fight.

The just is the wrong.

And the wrong the right.

Josh Hansen

MY PLACE

EXOTIC PALM TREE
SUN PASSES THROUGH ME.
SAND TOUCHES MY FEET.

WAVES COME AND GO.
THEY NEVER STOP.

ALL IS SO CALM AND WARM.
THIS, THIS IS MY PLACE,
AND I'M HERE TO STAY.

BERTHA JAUREGUI
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Untitled

NO WAY OUT

Bad words, shooting, beating.

Too much killing,

Becoming dark like a rock or grey like a storm

Does it mean the same thing?

With guns, with words

Too much killing

Death or sadness

Does it mean the same thing?

Hurting, crying

Too much killing

Too many children, women, old people, men
Guns, words, hurting, crying

Too much killing

Genevieve Bettez

Fire of evil dancing and leaping
Feeling ofheat on my body
Unable to keep myselffrom screaming
No one reaches out a hand to help.

Millions ofdead bodies forming a black mountain
Fear inside taking over
in the darkness and shadow / remain
Isolated from all like a prisoner

Daylight and life leading the world
Warmth of the sun heating the earth
Trying to find a road to survive

To be part of the whole outside

But solid chains have trappedme
Walls block my way
Bars in front of the window
No where else can / go but the corner of this black
room....

Judy Wu



(jT RADE NINE PLAY
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Step Out

I can hear your soul crying

Listen to your spirit sighing

I can feel your desperation

Emotional deprivation

Picking up the conversations

Deep in your imagination

Tune into the lonely voices

Talking of their only choices

Let yourself go

Let your spirit grow
Let your feelings show

Step out of your cage

And onto the stage

It's time to start

Playing your part

Freedom awaits

Open the gates

Open your mind
Freedom is a state

I can hear the tears falling

The bitterness inside you calling

Yearning for a liberation

Emotional emancipation

Let yourself go
Let your spirit grow
Let your senses overflow

Step out of your cage

And onto the stage

It's time to start

Playing your part

Freedom awaits

Open the gates

Open your mind
Freedom is a state.

Genevieve Laquerrre
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Time

THROUGH THE OPEN WINDOW

A BREATH OF WIND

Comes flowing in

Through the open window.

Into the room, across mv face.

It takes me to another place,

A PLACE REMOVED FROM TIME OR SPACE

Along a path my troubles can't chase.

The water's music in my ears

Trickles away with all my fears.

The sun's bright rays like swords and spears

Cut through the fog as my mind clears.

Total peace has found me here.

Then the sound of my name breaks the serenity

And back I'm forced to go.

Over the river, past stone and tree

Back through the open window.

I ASK THE TEACHER

In a stumbling.

Waking speech.

If he could please repeat the question.

Seconds, Minutes, Hours,

Days, Months, Years,

Decades, Centuries, Millenia.

Darren Gray

Time cannot be counted,

Like an idea mounted.

Time is time.

Time is not on our side,

In it we should not hide,

But merely stride.

Yet, do not ignore it.

Nor adore it,

Nor abhor it.

Just let time be,

And eventually you will see,

All that is destined to be.

Keith Nunziata
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HOT
FRED CARMICHAEL

STANSTEAD COLLEGE
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CASTAND CREW

Spencer Leyton Luis Melendez

Jamie Brendan Heath

Kay Olivia Moseley

Albertine Johnson Merle Becker

Joyce Ingalls Megan Heath

H.L. Barrister Jean McDowell

Millicent Trevor Isabelle Nazon

Buck Randall Julien Ouimet

Prompt Lucille Villasenor

Martha Njoku

Producers Geoff Telling

Nick Doyon

Stage Managers Megan Heath
Olivia Moseley

Set Design Christian Williams

Lighting Brian Chen

Sound Liam MacNeil

Wardrobe & Makeup Sonia Wells
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My Truth

You say you want

the truth

pure and simple

cold and hard

All of it

How can I

bring myself

to hurt you so

ivith my
honesty

Ifyou knew

just how

cold it is

would you still

cryfor enlightenment?

The light that I

zvill shine

into your darkness

will not

bring warmth

It will

blind

your overly sensitive

eyes

My truth

will leave

; you

raped

and destroyed

alone

in a light

ofdarkness

Olivia Moseley
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Temptation

Yokare so nice tojfie.

Yojrreally seem to care.

But I don't anymore,\

'Cause I need neon lights.

Sequence and fire crackers

To replace these dulL

HiWmed love songsW—
BeforallTt rn pink. F

1 met my explosion

[The] last night.

And the climate change

Showed me whatj
Td missirrar

Come and give me a hug.

I’m so glad that you came
For aribther visit.

Back at home,

^11 the moonlight's long.

The fire's tongfie licked my feet,

Ticklingrflmpting my toes

To make the first move, *

Walk out, unnoticed,

I stilH could, T
Bidlcouldn't.

YoTc
Mayp<
week

Oh,
And say hi to your dad
For me; *

How is the old coot anywa

YeLdApw that I have seen

Atlantis I can't seftly-'

For Hiroshima anymore.

Hiroshima's gonna bunydown
I guess I ought to call him
My conscience says,

5

s they step out the door,

ut there isVrt^time

or reminiscences V—
Or even wishes,
After all, *

‘If wishes were fishes,

We’d have a whole 4
Pond full.’

See how easily we become disenchanted
with our lives.
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A PROMISE TO A FRIEND

Tomorrow, I'll see you

I'll bring you something

I'll bring my ears

TO LISTEN TO YOU

I'll bring my eyes

TO LOOK AT YOU

I'll bring my heart

TO MAKE YOU HAPPY

I'll bring my kindness

Because I want us

TO BE FRIENDS FOREVER.

Annie Thibeault
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“IN AND OUT"
Home-made speakers

by

Jack Lee

Peter Shen
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STANSTEAD
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Coach: Mr. G. Chandler

Captains: R. Owen
T. Warawong

l J

Back row. R. Lill, R. Heays, A. Vandor, N. Al-Ajami, M. Hetu, R. Owen,

D. Gray, R. Goeller, T. Phillips, K. Aoki, C. Hansen. Front. F. Fauret,

P. Rowan, E. De Ovando, Y.J. Oh, Mr. G. Chandler, T. Warawong, S. Lee,

C. Bonspiel, A. Cummings.

The Senior Boys Soccer Team completed a competitive 1998
>

season which saw them achieve two of three major goals. In

September, the Spartans surprised Loyola Tournament participants as

they qualified for the championship with wins against ICC and rivals

BCS. Two late goals by the tournament hosts downplayed a gallant

Stanstead effort.

In ETIAC play, the Spartans produced a 2-4-3 record, which was

good enough for a semi-final playoff spot. A penalty shoot-out

following a scoreless overtime eliminated the team from the

championship game.

The CAIS tournament in Nova Scotia produced the best quality of

play by the senior boys as they consistently outplayed their opposition

in all six games! Once again, however, a lack of goals prevented the

team from realizing their goal of finishing in the top half of the

tournament field. Although this was an extremely frustrating

experience, the boys displayed nothing but class and maturity.

I really enjoyed working with this year's team. Congratulations to

Major “$” winners Taweesak Warawong and Andrew Vandor, who also

won the Bobby Moore - MVP award.

Coach Chandler
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E. Van Dyke, K. Mundle, L. Chaverie, K. Goyette, L. Cameron, L. Marten, K>Back row. Mr.

McCallum, M.P. Germain, M. Lemieux, J. Larragain, A. Tetu-Giguere. Front. A. Juarez,

A.Marcotte, M. Lilt, E. Stuart, S. Stremmelaar,

A. Salinas, J. Dupuis, M. Routh.

V

Coach: Mr. E. Van Dyke

Captains: R. Mills

M.P. Germain

l J

After a difficult 1997 season spent rebuilding, I was looking
^

forward to an improved 1998 campaign. I was not disappointed,

thanks to a core of seasoned veterans and a strong contingent of last

year's juniors.

The bad news is that we lost quite a few close matches. The

good news is that we were competitive in every game we played (with

the exclusion of powerhouse Galt). We finished with 5 wins, 3 ties,

and 9 losses {including tournaments), scoring 17 goals and allowing

24. Each of these stats represents a significant improvement over

last year.

We barely failed to make the ETIAC playoffs, but in both of the year's

tournaments we performed well. We finished 7th out of 16 teams at

the CAIS Tournament in New Brunswick, and we won silver at our own

invitational.

Congratulations to Senior ‘S' winners Megan till, Robin Mills, Sam

Stremmelaar, Keely Mundle, and Marie-Pier Germain, special

congratulations to Major ‘S’ and trophy winner Julie Dupuis, and a

thank you to the whole team for a memorable season.... “We know

you’re rootin' for us
r
but now we have to go-o-o-o..."

Coach Van Dyke (f.o.m.)
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Coaches: Mr. A. Simard

Mr. A. Elliot

Captains: J.N. Verrault

A. Spirk

k i

Back row: 0. Marquis, J. Ross, R. Nazareth, W.S. Sim, T. Spirk, N. Gariepy, J. Ouimet, T. Lee. Middle: Mr. t

Elliot, J. Chan, J.S. Gagnon, L. MacNeil, A. Anderson, J. Givarz, A. Spirk,

D. Anthamatten, A. Anthamatten, R. Maybee, Mr. A. Simard. Front: M. Robiilard, j. Trudeau,

M. Tremblay-Noel, J.N. Verreault, A. Duhamel, D. Otero, A. Danes, N. Ednie.

r
The 1998 Football Spartans enjoyed a surprisingly successful

season. Given the loss of a large number of starters from the 1997

undefeated “dream” team, combined with the small turnout for our

first practice in early September, the team's accomplishments were

remarkable.

The Spartans compiled a 5 and 2 record in league and playoff

play. An exhibition game in Oakville against Appleby College resulted

in a 6-6 deadlock. In competition with our perennial rivals from

Lennoxville, the team decisively won all three regular season games

against B.C.S., thereby retaining the Senator C.B. Howard Cup for the

third straight year.

The season’s highlight came in the league championship playoff

game, held in the Bishop’s University Stadium. Against a heavily

favoured Alexander Gait team, the Spartans came up with their best

team effort of the season. Stanstead prevailed with a 21-6 victory.

The Spartans were presented with the J.C. Ellyson Trophy- League

Champions for the third consecutive year. Congratulations to all 23

team members on their hard work, determination, and sportsmanship.

Coach Elliot

Coach Simard

J/
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'Backrow: Miss A. Giles, I. Nazon, J. McDowell, P. Davis, W. Cuenant, B. Heath, M. Watt,

S. Malo, L. McDowell, Mrs. I. McNamara. Middle: B. Jauregui Ortiz, P. Vincent-Marquis,

j. Maclean, G, Laquerre, A. Cho, S. Kondo, M. Heath, E. Sakata, 0. Moseley, T. Yu,

C, Phromburi, C. Morgan, Front: A, Cervera Gonzalez, L. Villasenor, J. Buschmeyer, A. Judge, P, Prat Beltran,

^
The determination of this year’s X-C team was evident all season"

as team members trained hard and ran to victory. However

impressive the 2 gold, 7 silver and 8 bronze medals were, perhaps

the highlight of this season was the achievement of raising over

$3000 to help pay for the treatment of a young boy with cerebral

palsy. Working together under the leadership of captains Matt Watt

and Genevieve Laquerre, the team drummed up sponsors for a 1 hour

run-a-thon. Lucille Villasenor’s collection of $600 from Stanstead

staff, students, and friends, and Phil Davis and Matt Watt’s

accomplishment of running 32 laps in the hour, were only the tip of

the iceberg.

Congratulations to Pascale Vincent-Marquis on her Junior “S"

award for effort and achievement and to Genevieve Laquerre. Meagan

Heath, and Olivia Moseley for their well-deserved Senior “S” awards.

A Major “S’
r

and the MVP trophy were awarded to Matt Watt for his

great results, determination, and outstanding leadership. We thank

the whole team for a super running season!

Coach Giles

Coach McNamara
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Coach: Ms. I. Paradis

Captains: T. Jacobi

J. Haddad™ - 1 - ——

i

f Backrow : B. Channel!, T. Jacobi, V. Rocke, M. Lemay, L. Campbell,

K. Campbell, S. Ward, G. Nojku, N. Nojku, J. Lopez, Miss I. Paradis.

Front: G. Journet, S. Gillespie, J. Lamothe, E. Snay, K. Bujold, S. Elliot,

^
D. Comeau, J. Haddad, C. Landry.

——

—

, . .. ^
The 1998 Junior Girls’ Soccer Team had a great year. From

the start not only did I notice that once again we had talent

and potential but we were also a very determined and hard

working team.Even though the girls were faced with strong

opponents most of the time, they gave their best. Finishing

fourth in the overall standings of the league was the product of

our continuous effort and perseverance. Our best game of the

season was,by far, was played against Galt. It was a cold day

but our girls were unstoppable. Even though we were down 2-

1 at the half , we kept our heads up and came back with two

key goals for a 4-2 win. The first goal was scored by our top

scorer Tamara Jacobi and the second, to secure our win, by

Melissa Lemay. I want to thank the team for making this

season a very special one. Congratulations to the Junior ‘S’

winners: Tamara Jacobi, Sarah Elliot, Jessica Lamothe, Jessica

Haddad and Danielle Comeau. A special thank you as well to

our manager, Juliana Lopez. Congratulations to the whole

team! Looking forward to the next season.

Coach Paradis
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The 1998 soccer season was an excellent one for the

Junior Boys who succeeded in clinching second place in the

E.T.I.A.C. league against stiff opposition. It was also a busier

season than previously, with a total of twelve matches plus the

tournament at B.C.S. and the playoffs. As always, the two

large public schools, Alexander Galt and Massey Vanier,

provided the stiffest competition. The final statistics were six

wins, two ties and four losses. Anxious for a chance at the top

place in the playoffs, hopes were dashed in the semi-final

when local conditions worked against the skill-oriented

character of the team.

Significant improvement was witnessed in most members

of the squad, though psychological factors sometimes worked

against the maintenance of the total team spirit. The Junior

Boys also benefited this season from the contribution of Coach

McNamara whose energy, creativity and athletic expertise

invigorated practices and sustained enthusiasm. Many thanks

go to all players, coaching and support staff for a terrific

season.

Coach Telling

Coach McNamara

-
*

Coaches: Mr. G. Telling

Mr. M. McNamara

Captains: C. Spaulding

K. Nunziata
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Coach: Mr. L. Nelson

Captain: E. Granados

IL— H/

'Back Row: Mr. L. Nelson, S. Njoku, A. Gingras, A. Henry, C. D’ Alessandro,

A. Castanon, J. Elliot, R. Jacobi, T. Wood.

Front: T. Nurokawa, R. Studli, M. Studli, A. Caron, E. Granados,

. R. Retchless, I. Yoon, P. Ross.

This year’s team had players of all abilities. Players like

Emilio Granados and Antonio Castanon brought experience to

our young team, playing the key positions of striker and

goalkeeper. I was so impressed with Alex Caron's dependable

play that I put him back as sweeper when our defence needed

a boost. He played with intensity that made a huge difference

in our own end. It was that kind of intensity in spite of the

odds against us that impressed me most. We never lost our

humour, either. Peter Ross asking "Sir, what is it like to win?”

after a tough defeat, and Im Soo saying “Sir, you’re gonna

KILL me! I'm gonna die of a HEART ATTACK" - all this

because I asked the team to warm up with two laps around

the field. Then there was Tatsuya, who blurted out “I am

THIRTEEN!" during a stern lecture. Everybody’s a comic.

Thanks to Josh, the Studlis, Rob, Chris, Aaron, Sam -

everybody. It isn’t always an even playing field, but true

athletes play hard anyway. I hope you picked up some skills

along the way.

Coach Nelson

S ±
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Coaches: Mrs. J. Carruthers

Ms. J. McCurdy

Captain: S. Wood

l J

The season for Bantam Girls Soccer was

frustrating yet extremely successful. Our team did not win a

game during the season, however, the girls improved and

learned an impressive amount. We began with a team

consisting of many girls who had never played the sport, and

a few who were already highly skilled. Within seven weeks,

we had 14 girls who played well together as a team, who

communicated efficiently on the field and whose ball-handling

and soccer skills had improved 150%. I don’t think any of

the other teams in the league could say as much. As coaches,

it was rewarding to be a part of their learning process and to

help them reach the next level and prepare for future years.

Their positive spirit was contagious and they were a pleasure

to work with. Their talents will surely benefit them in other

sports and help build a stronger team in 1999!

Coach Carrutbers

Coach McCurdy
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Coach: Mr. M. McNamara

Captains: R. Goeller

T. Phillips

P. Davis w

Back Row: K. McCaflum, J.S. Gagnon, J.N. Verreault, T. Spirk, F. De Alba, J. Carvallo,

J. Ross. Middle: J. Givarz, C. Spaulding, D. Anthamatten, A. Vandor, M. Tremblay Noel,

A. Anthamatten, P. Rowan, A. Anderson, Mr. M. McNamara. Front: A. Spirk, J. Ouimet,

P. Davis, A. Duhamel, R. Goeller, J. McRae, T. Phillips.
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The 1998-99 season proved to be another

successful season for the Spartans. Six very

talented newcomers joined the rest of last year’s

championship winning team. After only five

practices and a single exhibition game, the team

travelled to Nova-Scotia to face very strong

oposition at the King's Edgehill tournament.

Although the tournament was not that

successful, it was a great learning experience.

Afterwards, the team went on to win its third

strait league championship. Even with many

injuries and confinements, the team was able to

pull it off for a third strait year.Thanks to K.

McCallum for Managing the team.

Coach McNamara
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Top row. J. Chan, P. Wang, A. Danes, M. Watt, R. Owen, R. Maybee,

W. Cuenant, D. Mo, R. Lill, B. Chen, Mr. A. Simard. Front. P. Warawong,

M. Hetu.

— - —
.

—

^

This season started off with high hopes. There were a few

new faces at tryouts, and some of these came to the school

with some basketball skills. The season started with a group

of ten players and four 'practice players’. We had some initial

success, beating BCS soundly twice early in the season. As

the season progressed, our numbers dwindled due to

expulsions; defections, confinements, and injures. We

played well at our own tournament, average at the BCS

tournament, and very well at the Anderson-BaiUy considering

our dwindling player bench. We made playoffs this year, only

to lose in the opening round to a big and strong MVR team.

We showed character at times such as in close victories and

defeats to both Richmond and BCS. At other times this was

not the case. Basketball is a team game and everyone must

put the team first. Ryan Owen played hard-nosed basketball

all season and was awarded the Amaron Trophy. Danny Mo

was a pleasant surprise and a consistent contributor.

Coach Simard
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Coach: Mr. E. Van Dyke

Captains: Robin Mills

Keely Mundle

The 1998-1999 edition of the Senior Girls Basketball team

was the most successful in recent memory. Although we

never won "the big one", we finished well in the league and

in tournament play. In ETIAC play we finished 4 and 4 in the

regular season, beat BCS in the semis, and lost to Galt in the

finals. We won the Silver at our own Invitational Tournament,

finished 4th out of 12 at the BCS tourney, and 3rd out of 16

at the competitive Montreal Invitational. We qualified easily

for the Anderson-Bailly Small Schools Tournament, where we

enjoyed the highlight of the season by winning the Silver

Banner. At the Mcleod we performed well, losing two hard

fought games. Congratulations and thanks to the entire team

who worked hard throughout the long season. Special

congratulations to Senior “$” winners Louise Chavarie and

Keely Mundle, MajorT winner Megan III!, and Trophy

Winner Robin Mills. Thanks for all you’ve done for the

program, and good luck in the future.

Coach Van Dyke
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Coach: Mr. L. Nelson

Captain: K. Nunziata
Top row : Mr. L. Nelson, 0. Granados, P. Shen, M. 0u

f
R. Retchless, M. Marino,

K. Cuenant, G. Eder, F. Ou, D. Li, L Chen. Front. S, Maas, M. Tang,

K. Yoshike, E. Moseley, K. Nunziata, S.K. Cheng, J. Lee,

J. Hansen, RJacobi.

It has been a great year for the junior boys basketball team.

The 1998-1999 season saw many of the old guard return:

the likes of Moseley, Marino, Retchless, Nunziata, Shen, Ou

and Lee. With the addition of newcomers Sukai Cheng and

Gust! Eder, the starting line-up was a force to be reckoned

with. In our first encounter with rivals BCS, we struggled to

stay within twenty points in a humiliating loss. In our last

game against that team, there was no contest. We were

clearly the better team. Sukai Cheng effortlessly controlled

the floor and made the opposition look very slow. Massimo

Marino learned to put it in from the line and his rebounding

was not too shabby either. He was the only other player to

outscore Cheng and Nunziata this season in any single

game! Our forward, Gustl Eder worked his way up the ranks

to make the starting line-up. Emmet Moseley lead the team

in steals. The youngest team members, Michael Tang,

Rhett Jacobi and Josh Hansen, practised hard and showed a

lot of courage.

Coach Nelson
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started the season off with a win against Galt in Overtime.

We knew we were going to be a team to contend with. We

would not go down without a battle and every game would be

played with desire to win. Sportsmanship and fair play were

areas in which the girls took pride in. Never once did they

lose their focus of playing hard, playing fair and playing

good basketball, no matter what else happened against their

oponents. In January, the team played in the Indipendant

schools tournament. They took second place out of twelve

teams. The team also played in the BCS Invitational and

again took second place out of twelve. Excitement built as

the team approached the playoffs. Nerves ran high as we

met up with Galt for the last time this season. Stanstead

may have lost the game but they definitely were not losers

by any standard. Lastly, Congratulations go out to the Junior

“$” recipients: Jessica, Tamara, Sarah, Melissa and Kara.

Coaches Wadleigh and Mihaljevic
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Coaches: Mr. P. Channell

Miss I. Paradis

Captains: D. Gray
M.P Germain

l J)

Top row . A. Cervera, B. Jauregui, T. Yu, E, Sakata, M. Oyadomari,

Middle-. J. Lopez, S. Rodriguez, M. Routh, G. Laquerre, M.P. Germain, D, Gray,

L. melendez, T. Nguyen, E. Granados, T. Nunokawa. Front. Mr. P. Channel!, Miss J. McCurdy,

G. Monteverde, B. Channel!, M.V. Falet, V. Rocke, C. Nakano, J. Buschmeyer, Miss I. Paradis.
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Coaches: Mr. G. Chandler

Mr C. Wells

l : J

Y
j
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This year's editions of the bantam and junior hockey teams

were an overall success. It's true we lost more games than we

won, but the team showed a lot of character and made me

proud. At the beginning of the season we talked about the goals

we had as a team: improving, giving our best, having character

and learning the game. We came a long way. When we started

the year there were people on this team, who literally could not

stand on their skates, but everyone worked hard and improve-

ment came. There were many first time players who really

impressed me with their dedication and tenacity and I am

especially proud of having been involved with the first ever

girls' hockey program here at the college, and am grateful to all

the girls who participated. It is my hope that girls’ hockey will

become a tradition here at Stanstead. it was a great group of

people and I enjoyed the season very much. I want to thank all

the players who participated and made it such a fun year.

Coach Wells

Coach Chandler

S 1
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Coach: Mr. C. Williams

l i

Top row

:

R Heays, J. Trudeau, N. Al-Ajami, D. Otero, R. Nazareth,

!

Mr. C, Williams.

Front. S. Cooney, N. Ednie, E. De Ovando, K. Iwasaki.

1. Robillard.
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Top row. J. Haddad, C. Phomburi, J. Wu. M. Lemieux, E. Stuart,

M. Heath, M. Rexroth, N. Idetsu
,
Mrs, L, Moman.

Front. C. Morgan, A. Sudbury, J. McLean, L, Couet-Morin,

M.C. Lessard.

;
;

;

Coach: Mrs. L. Moman

l i

Coaching this year’s squash team was nothing short of

wonderful! It was great to see a group of players excel in a

sport that is not always easy. They played with sportsman-

ship and class that was second to none. Mrs. Moman and I

enjoyed seeing players that were completely new to the sport

virtually transform during the season into exceptional players

with proficiency and a strong sense of the game. All the

squash players played to their fullest and it was nice to see

players show up far and beyond practice times to play and

develop their expertise. They showed a lot of enjoyment and

confidence.Though we did not participate in too many

tournaments, we did play better than ever before and ended

up winning a consolation final against very competitive

schools. Special congratulations to Laelia Couet-Morin and

David Otero for winning the squash trophy for best players of

the season.

Coach Williams

Coach MomanHB ! j !
-

! y
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Coach: Mr. J. Carter

: ' - —J'

C. Downing, S. Birge, E. Snay, B. Heath, J. McDowell, P. Vincent-Marquis,

M. Laporte, A. Judge, Mr. J. Carter

The 1999 cross-country ski team started out with

enthusiasm, dedication and a solid determination to masterthe

s port of cross-country skiing. I was very pleased to see the team

improve and grow into a happy cohesive group of young

athletes. The weather was not as co-operative as we wanted.

We saw many days when there simply wasn’t any snow. Those

were the days that we spent running and lifting weights. The

morale however, remained high and the team’s enthusiasm for

the sport never diminished. I was particularly impressed with

the team’s punctuality and willingness to continue practicing

without the snow. I would like to extend my congratulations to

the entire team whose commitment, hard work, and willingness

to sacrifice made this season a very special one. A special

thanks and congratulations to Audrey.

Coach Carter
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Coach: Mr. N. Southward

Captains: R. Owen
J.N. Verreault

Back row: hi. Ednie, B. Chen, E. Moreno, J. Ouimet, P. Rowan, Y.J. Oh.

Middle: Mr. N. Southward, A, Vandor, D. Gray, N. Gariepy, F. Fauret, P. Davis,

A. Anderson, J. Chan. Front: D. Otero, A. Duhamel, R. Owen, J.N. Verreault, A. Spirk,

J. Trudeau, h/l. Tremblay-Noel.
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Coaches: Ms. E. Simard
Ms. B. Wadleigh

Captains: K. Goyette

M.P. Germain

Back Row: K. Bujold, L. Gaspar-Martins, S. Ward, J. Larragain, M. Lill, M. Rexroth,

A. Kim. Middle: Ms. E. Simard, G. Journet, V. Rocke, L. Villasenor,

T. Jacobi, M. Routh, D. Comeau, Ms, B. Wadleigh. Front: L. Chavarie, K. Mundle,

C. Veillette, K. Goyette, M.P. Germain, R. Mills, G. Laquerre, A. Marcotte.

This year the girls' season started out much earlier than

normal. In January, we began training in order to get in shape

for a 7’s tournament in England. The NIS tournament was

held at Trinity College. The girls brought home the consolation

banner. This was a great learning opportunity for the team.

The regular season was a very positive one, as only 7 points

were scored against us. Each practice displayed determina-

tion to maintain this. On May 21
st

,
the team competed in the

GMAA 7’s tournament. They brought home gold medals. On

Friday, June 4
th

,
the ETIAC playoff game was held here vs.

BCS. A very tough game was played, but in. the end the

Stanstead team won with by a try. Keely Bujold scored and

Tamara made the conversion. We couldn't ask for a better

way to end such a successful season. Congratulations to the

following: Marie Pier for winning the Roger Marino Trophy.

Major “S” recipients: Robin, Louise, Karine, Marie Pier. Senior

“$” winners: Keely Mundle, Genevieve, Tamara. Thank you all

for a season to remember.

Coaches Wadleigh and Simard
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Coaches: Mr. C. Wells

Mr. J. Stark

Captains: J. Labaree

J.S. Gagnon
4

'Back row: M. Tang, P. Wood, D. Sloane, S. IVIaas, C. Dallesandro, R. Jacobi.

Middle: M. Marino, T. Nguyen, Mr. J. Stark, Mr. C. Wells, D. Li, I. Chen.

Front: J. Carvallo, L. McDowell, A. Somers, E. Moseley, J.S. Gagnon, J. Laberee,

J. McDowell, J. McRae.
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Back row: A. Castanon, L. Couet-Morirt, J.D. Ross, A. Anthamatten, N. Al-Ajami,

D. Anthamatten, T. Lee, G. Eder, M. Lemieux. Mr. C. Williams. Front: 6. Njoku,

A. Couet-Morin, M. Ramirez, S. Rodriguez, A. Cho, J. Lamothe, M.V. Falet, A. Salinas,

A. Thibeault, P. Ross.

Coaches: Mr. C. Williams

Ms. C. Campbell

Captains: A. Anthamatten
J. Lamothe

What a great group of players this year! We played

exceptionally well in all regards and were the pride of the

school at the tournaments against B.G.S. and Massey

Vanier.. The weather was also exceptional allowing us to

get in a lot of practice time and try different variations in

boys and girls, doubles and mixed doubles. The tennis

teams had class and finesse whether they won or lost

They always kept their composure and made them a

pleasure to coach. Thanks very much to players on both

teams.

Special congratulations go to Jessica Lamothe and Andreas

Anthamatten for their leadership, skill and overall abilities

in the sport.. They each win the Tennis Shield Award

Coaches Williams and Campbell
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'winning Team: The Reds

Back: R. Goeller, K. McCallum, J. Givarz, I. Nazon, L. MacNeil,

C. Bonspeil, WIs. M. Mihaljevic.

Front: T. Wood. Missing: S. Petraki
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Back row. Mr. A. Simard, T. Warawong, W. Cuenant, R. Nazareth, M. Robillard, Mr. M.

McNamara

Front: R. Heays, R. Lill, R. Carvallo, F. DeAlba.

Missing-. M. Hetu

Coaches: Mr. A. Simard

Mr. G. Chandler

Mr. M. McNamara
Mr. L. Nelson

J)

This spring saw the debut of a new sport offering, golf.

Our season started in late April, but we really started to

play when Dufferin Heights Country Club opened for the

season. The team was led by Richie who posted some of

the top scores in practice and tournaments (and a few

not so good ones in tournaments). Taweesak was also

strong and consistent. Winston was helpful in teaching

some of his friends some of the finer points of the golf

swing. We participated in tournaments hosted by North

Country High School, Massey Vanier, Richmond

Regional, B.C.S., and our own Stanstead Invitational. The

highlight of the season was Taweesak’s Low Gross at

Massey Vanier (78). At the conclusion of the season, we

played a four day 36 hole tournament to determine the

team champion. This competition was eventually won by

Richie “Ace” Nazareth with a score of +18. A big thank

you to the coaches who volunteered their time for the

golfers - Mr. Chandler, Mr. McNamara and Mr. Nelson

and I hope that all of the golfers appreciate the fact that

all of the staff took this on as an extra.
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MAJOR “S

Back row: M. Lill, K, Goyette, M.P. Germain, D. Otero, M. Tremblay-Noel, A. Duhamel, R. Mills,

J. Dupuis, J. Buschmeyer. Front: T. Warawong, D. Gray, J.N. Verreault, A. Spirk, A. Vandor, R. Owen
M. Watt, R. Goeller, P. Davis.

Back row: D. Gray, T. Warawong, K. Goyette, R. Mills, M.P. Germain, R. Goeller, P. Davis

Front: J.N. Verreault, G. Laquerre, A. Spirk, R. Owen, K. Mundle, M. Watt.
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ATHLETIC
Major “S” Senior “S” Junior “$” Batam “S”

i Jennifer Buschmeyer Alex Anderson Kara Campbell Sarah Birge

Louise Chavarie Kensuke Aoki Su Kai Cheng Keely Bujold

Phil Davis Meagan Heath Danielle Comeau Marie-Victoria Falet

Alex Duhamel Ryan Heays Francisco De Alba Emilio Granados

Julie Dupuis Tamara Jacobi Gustl Eder Josh Hansen

Marie-Pier Germain Genevieve Laquerre Sarah Elliot Jone Larragain

Ryan Goeller Steve Lee Jean-Sebastien Gagnon Mitora Oyadomari

Karine Goyette Megan Lill Sarah Gillespie Esra Ozgundogdu

Darren Gray Robert Maybe Jessica Haddad Sofia Rodriguez

Megan Lill
Luis Melendez John Laberee Annie Thibeault

Robin Mills Danny Mo Jessica Lamothe Tim Wood

David Otero Olivia Moseley Jack Lee

Ryan Owen Keely Mundle Melissa Lemay

Adam Spirk Trevor Phillips Massimo Marino

Mathieu Tremblay Noel Julien Ouimet Emmet Moseley

Andrew Vandor Cale Spaulding Keith Nunziata

Jean-Nicolas Verreault Sam Stremmelaar Victoria Rocke

Taweesak Warawong Jonathan Trudeau Michael Studli

Matthew Watt Pascale Vincent-Marquis

Tina Yu
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Undergrads
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Alexander Anderson

Kensuke Aoki

Keely Bujold

Lindi Campbell

KaneCuenant
Jason Currie

Eduardo De Ovando Moreno

Gustl Eder

Frank Fauret

Jean Sebastien Gagnon

Jessica Haddad
Tawfifi Houboubaii

Kyokazu Iwasaki

Claudine Landry

Jone Larragain

Ka~H.o Lee

Melissa Lemay
Tung-Ho Li

Megan Lill

I-Hsiu Lin
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Juliana Lopez Fajardo

Sean Maas
Massimo Marino

Jean McDowell
Luc McDowell
Luis Melendez Ortega

Ty Mguyen-Thai

Gift Njoku
Frank On
Juliana Pape

Kevin Rabeau

Patrick Rowan
Chia-Hsuan Sheri

Douglas Sloane Scott

Allan Soler Acosta

Alex Somers

Cale Spaulding

Thomas Spirk

Erica Stuart

Ashley Sudbury

Ting Yi Wu
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Sarah Birge

Kara Campbell

Jorge Carvallo Gomez

Brigitte Channel!

Danielle Cornea

u

Christian D'Alessandro

Francisco De Alba

Sarah Elliot

Sarah Gillespie

Austin Henry
Ethan Henry

Tamara Jacobi
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Gwenaelle Journet

Amber Judge

John Laberee

Jessica Lamothe Vargas

Marie-Chantai Lessard

Jade McLean

Jesse McRae

Emmet Moseley

Shannon Nunnelley

Rob Retchless

Victoria Rocke

Emily Snay

Pascale

Vincent Marquis

I Seymour Ward
Peter Wood
Im-Soo Yoon
Kyohei Yoshike
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Shanny Breton Bernard

Ricardo Carvallo Gomez

Antonio Castanon Ochoa

Alexandre Couet-Morin

Caitlin Downing

Marie-Victoria Falet

Otto Granados Franco

Joshua Hansen

Nancy Njoku
Keith Nunziata

Peter Ross

Remy Studli

Kwok Chuen Tang
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HB

Louis-Philippe Dupuis

Jamie Elliot

Aaron Gingras

Emilio Granados Franco

Rhett Jacobi

Melanie Laporte

Katie McNamara
Gina Monteverde Muir

Samuel Njoku

Sofia Rodriguez Diaz

Michael Studli

Sarah Wood
Timothy Wood
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Alex Caron
Yu-Nei Chen
Su-Kai Cheng

Chia hi Nakano

Tatsuya Nimokawa

Meng-Hang Ou
Mitora Oyadomari
Pamela Prat Beltran

Monica Ramirez Corzo

Annie Thibeauit
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TWELVE
Nader AI-Aiami
FINALLY! My HS years are over! I'd like to take this opportunity to thank Mrs.

Duncan, Ms. Campbell, Mr. Nelson and Mr. Chandler who have been supportive

through the year. Thanks to my loving parents for giving me EVERYTHING I

wanted. I love you! And now to my buds. Habib Cirillo! Mon ami, les poignets, the

fridge, recycling business, smelly sox, salsa days, bungee jumping, coffee Dresi

no clue, statistics, master of Turok! 3 Muskateers, Jessica, ugly boys, A-Team,

Pistachio, Sip Sip give with Chingon Eduardo and Haboub Tawfik, Eduardo & the toilet! Tawfik and

his unfortunate questions about food. Surviving Platoon & Vietnam and looking in mirrors more than

looking in books. Good times we had, jokes we did, talks we had, fights we made! I owe it all to my

parents, all of it! To my little honey! What an attitude! I love you anyway. To my friends back home,

TAHIYATI! 1999! I wont forget it! Thanks! And Ciao!

Andreas Anthamatten
Good times pass fast. It was a memorable year with a lot of hard work, but also

crazy fun times. First of all I want to thank my parents who gave me the opportu-

nity to come to Canada. Thanks for the incredible support from back home,

mom, dad and Raphi. You are the best. Ingoflam, my best friend, you’ve been

there and I hope you will always be there for me. Keep practicing and maybe

some day you’ll be able to beat me in tennis. Special Thanks to Mr. & Mrs.

McNamara for helping me to adjust to Stanstead, to Sven, remember Le Petit Caribou, to Nido and

DJ Rockefeller (Platoon, Vietnam, Room 212, Chasing in Davis), to Mr. McNamara for Kent, to

Vandor (Bomberman defeats, Cal-study), to Edom, to Jared What can I say? Sorry, to Trevor who is

looking for an angel to fall from the sky, to Tom for his theories, to Robin (Snowball), to the

E.G.O.S. for their countless letters and phone calls. STANSTEAD! What an experience! I will NEVER

forget it!
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Mathieu Beliveau
Ghetto B is creeping in your area so you best be watching out, Ghetto B wants to

give a little love out to Trev, Cam, Adam, Tom, Winston, Kevin, Heays, Andrew,

Watt, Owen and Marc. I can’t believe that I’ve been here for three years. The

friends that I have made here are unforgettable. Skiing with Heays, disturbing the

peace with Winston, packing with Adam, sparking with Tom and Trev, the movie

Go with Watt, a trip with Cam, and thank God for Magog. The reason I succeeded

at Stanstead for three long years is because of my parents, who supported me with their love, care

and discipline. My mom guided me to success by helping me visualize my goals and Gaston has all

my respect for the amount of confidence he had in me.

Cameron Bonsoeil

I definitely have to thank my Mom who put up with me, and gave me the chance

to prove myself, love you tons Mom. I’d like to also thank my family. This year

was a wild year in Davis but we had our good times. To my WWF crew Trudeau,

Ghetto B, Adam, Hayes, T-Bone and Richie, we are the true ones. The three year

table gets mad props. We beat out the Fleurs-de-Lys. Goeller, nice to see you

classmate. Marc, we GOT YOU HAHA. Watt, I have definite respect for your

shorts but most of all I have definite respect for you. YO, Owen I'm here. Way to go on the banned

list, you da man. (Vandor only 15 seconds, that's a 1,2 punch.) Duhamel it’s all about common
sense. Kristin you my fly honey. To all my other friends, DO, MR, JG, JR, KG, AJ, AS, TS, KR, it’s

been real good. Thanks to all the friends who helped me through the injury, it meant a lot.

Shannon Cooney
After six years of being at SWC, I can honestly say that it’s time to move on to a

bigger and better place. Grade twelve was probably the best out of the six for

reasons of independence and freedom. You got to love being a day student! This
||A . H||

year was fj||ec) with memories; the University road trip & Yaggy, “Santo

Domingo”, mourning, squash and Mr. Williams! I have to say that SWC has a way

of building up your confiidence. My goals are set, and along with me, I bring a

piece of where I have been. “The ball's finally rollin’!” I want to thank Ms. Wadleigh, who not only

respected me but also taught me how to glimpse on “the other side” of things. I want to thank my
advisors (all six), for providing me with guidance. A most special thanks to my friends back “home":

Domingo, Si-mon, 2C-B, Mary, BJ, Sid, Salvia and of course Sinorita PiPi & bOzO! I would have

never realised what life is all about without all of you. I wish all my friends GOOD LUCK in the years

to come... love to all.

Winson Cuenant
Thanks to the beavers for the Solpol. I can’t forget the TV Squad. GHETTO B,

you know what I want! I’ll miss my little wierdo Les. Wattstein, can I borrow some

money? I swear my dad is sending some tomorrow. Willy-Maze Heays. YEAH!

Richie. Angel, nice Asphalt. Kev, you were the most filthy and coolest roomate.

Other great memories were the ski trip, 311 times with Phil in Florida, the golf HHyH
team and a whole lot of other stuff I can’t remember at the moment because I

did this in 5 minutes. If I forgot someone or something, please excuse me. Oh yeah! I’ll never forget

Abernathy.
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Six years; time to go. This year was not exactly what I imagined it to be, it was

better. Mourning, actually winning some basketball games, softball season was

weird, to say the least, Santo-Domingo, the hair, talks with Miss Wadleigh. The

ilk highlight of this year was definitely March break, re: “The Trip Book". Day 4 was

the best. Rob stunk up our room too many times; he’s healthy. Mr. Wells told m(

that later in life, when I will be looking back at my yearbook I would regret it if it was only jokes, so

here’s some wisdom: you can be anyone you want to, just put your mind to it. Mr. Van Dyke’s

classes were always entertaining throughout the years. I will bring many good and bad memories

from Stanstead as I go on. Thanks first of all to my mom who sent me here and kept me on the

right track, to all the staff for teaching me and to all my friends that I have made here. Thanks.

Alex Duhamel
After GIVING six years of HARD WORK AND DETERMINATION to this school, I

finally realized that it was finally worth something when I got my first letter of

acceptance to University. Even if I was always arguing about the rules of this

school and it seems the hours on weekends last forever, my 6 years did pass

fast. Before anything, I would like to thank my parents for investing a large sum ^^bS^H
of money into my brain. I guess nobody can forget the smell of the hockey

room, the late talks at night in JT’s room, the wonderful food by Mr. Cline, smoking CUBAN CIGARS

in the locker room after winning the HBS tournament, the DINO special move, le STUDIO, Session,

Buena Notte and the noodle parties. Melissa, I wish you the best of luck in the future and thanks for

the great moments that we had together throughout the year. I’d like to end my last grad write-up

on a positive note. Thanks to all my friends and it’s not whether you win or lose, it’s whether you

beat the Americans! Master Dino.

Julie Dupuis
g » My six years at Stanstead are now finally complete and my time and effort that

- have given has paid off tremendously. The years went by so very quickly, but th

^ JRjflP memories that I have here are priceless. To the six year club, we made it! A

special thanks to my best friend, Robin, whom I’ve known since grade six and w
followed each other all the way through high school. You are a person that I wil

never forget because we’ve shared too much together despite our little tiffs!

Thank you for always being there for me and don’t worry, you’ll be seeing me in England next year

Don’t worry I haven’t forgotten ALL my other friends either. You all know who you are. I love you

guys and good luck next year. Remember to keep in touch! Miss Campbell, you are the best

advisor! To all the teachers who made my stay enjoyable, thanks! This may have been a rough yea

but I got through it myself. Lastly, to my family, especially Mum, I will never be who I am today

without you! I love you!

Rvan Goeller

I want to thank my parents for all their help throughout my three years at

Stanstead. I have many memories but too many to write them all here. Cam,

Trev, Adam, Jared, Owen, Heays, Winston, and the rest of my jock friends (as J
Kristin would call them), I’ll miss you guys. Kristin, you have made my last two b'?
years here the best. I had a great time with you May, February, and March

™
breaks. Also I can’t forget the sink. You are the greatest and you know I’m

going to miss you tons next year. Well my time here has expired. Goodbye Stanstead!!! (Finally!)
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Karine Govette
These past three years at Stanstead have been a good experience in which I

Tap really had fun. A lot of things happened and I will never forget them: rafting, chic-

a-chic, Sammie, Hansen twins, Christmas tree, missioning the grocery cart and

the icemen plates, the fard in the scrum, the big party at my house, etc. Many

HBEk MH things would have not happened without my friends: Kee, Kris and Meg (MK ),

my soccer roomies to whom I give a virtual high five, bathroom talks with Cat,

playing bingo with Theo, crying with JM while watching Hope Floats, chatting with Anne, and singing

with my roomie MP. I also want to thanks my friends: Dave (who can be really annoying sometimes

but who is still one of my best friends), Johnny, Debbie, Max, Alex, Killer, Julie, Gen B., Greg, and

Adam (who's short but still taller than me). Finally, I want to thank my family and my friends for

supporting me. Thank you to Miss McCurdy, Miss Paradis and all the teachers that helped me in my

three years at Stanstead.

Cvrille Hansen
Finalmente, questo giorno lo aspetato tutto I'hanno. To start, I would like to

thank my teachers for this year: the Duncans, Ms. Campbell, Mr. Chandler, Mr.

Southward, Mr. Nelson, Ms. Simard, Mr. Denney. Finally, it’s the end of my last

year of high school. It feels good! I would like to give special gratitude and

thanks to my parents for another year in Stanstead and grazie to Dio onipotente

The year was fun with the ragazzi, Don Jami, my school partner in crime,

Bungee-jumping, Barbancourt, Vietnam, Platoon, hiding food from Tawfik, mon ami. To Drize,

statistics said, coffee, I have no clue. To Tawfik the Chinese chef, shoes! Go to your room. To

Eduardo come stai Papi Chulo? Lo Stivalo D'oro, Latino per la vita. To SOSA. To David. Viva Espana!

Hopefully I come up with a realistic plan next year. To my cousin Isabelle. If I missed anybody it's

not my fault. In fine ringrazio la “Famiglia". Salute everybody!!!

Brendan Heath
Six years later and I’m left wondering where has the time gone. It’s always the

way with things; while you’re there it seems like forever but all too soon its in the

past. One day we were on our trip to the Beaver pond in Ecology, all scurrying

will always be... Dave and Max with the Magog excursion. (Who was employee of

the month?), Santo and Domingo, mourning another death, 3 rooms in 3 months, yes I’m a day

student, Rube Goldberg '99, Hot Property , my last act, Tom... just “Go Away", I was glad to help,

Son of Dolamite! Thanks to Mr. Denney for being a great advisor and teacher as well as Mr. Van

Dyke. Miss Campbell, you cared. Meg, whatever you do you’ll be great. Mom and Dad thanks for

being there most of the time and for being you. The end is the beginning.

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Chris, I love you guys. Thanks Mr. and Mrs. Sullivan.

Thanks to all my buddies. Thanks to the beavers for the Solpol. Good times

good times. Keep it real Y’all, I’m out!
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Marc Hetu
|HKk||H After six long years it's finally over! Even though these past few years have been

long, I still had some good times along the way. All the breaks in Montreal with

JL the Mexicans, the trips with Yanne and Brian, La Ronde with Angeles, those were
some good times. I’m happy that Adam never converted me. Sergio, Juan and

Manuel, you guys would have had some great material this year. Owen, we all

know you love Mao. Matt, Hey, toe qu’est tu fais icitte? Winston and Heays, BAMF
on that! Angeles, te amo mas que siempre. Dave, you should have passed the driving test. Max, try

not to fall too much in university. Cam, don’t give me another Stone Cold Stunner. Finally, we got a

golf team. Owen, the frequent pit stops you made on the way to Toronto were a pain. El Alebrije,

what a cool place. We have to take another Colt picture at grad, it’s not just a Bugbee thing any

more. Colby, it’s not a house, it’s a floor. I would like to thank the beavers for solpol. Thanks to my
parents, my adviser and especially my friends. Beba, eres muy guapa. May the force be with you.

Shiho Kondo
I made a great decision to study here, in Canada. I don’t regret that I left a Japanese flHoHH
high school and came here. I had lots of fun in Stanstead. I learned and improved

a lot in various aspects. One thing I regret is that I couldn't talk much with people in

English, so most people don’t know me, but I was not here for only studying, drawing,

and eating. I met good teachers and friends during these three years. They helped HHLnfli
me a lot. Whenever I needed help, someone was there for me. My family and friends

in Japan supported me too. Special thanks to my parents, my advisor, Mr. Telling, Mrs. Telling and Miss

Paradis, Mr. Williams, Helen, Steve who changed me, and my friends. Thank you.

Wing Ho (Tom) Lee
There is not much to talk about this year. All I could say is my room rocks. Matt, stof

arguing, you know it won’t get you the extra marks and probably won’t get you fa

in life. Brendan, don't argue with the wise man (me). Jack, work harder and don’t ea

too much! Ms. Gettty, we finally did it. Mrs. Williams & Mrs. Beasse, thanks! OK, Keely

you can stop insulting me. Andreas, thanks for teaching me about snow and ball. Mr
Nelson, you know what you owe me. Tina, I am not going to ‘debate’ with you again

Tee, don’t get yourself killed next year. To next year’s new headmaster, you should reconsider again

Mr. Wells, I bet Sarah wouldn’t like calculus too much herself. Toshiba makes the best laptop. Mrs
Duncan, I am sure that I have a reserved place in your memory with the ‘literary’ incident. "Don’t let then
pull you down and beat you with experience.” I become speechless if I have to thank my parents.

emotions can’t be expressed by any human language.

Rvan Lill

Stanstead College, what can I say? Well, not much. I have spent four years of my life

here and have made tons of memories, but it is impossible for me to think of, or even

fit them all here in these 990 spaces, so I thought I would just write down the names
of the friends that were there with me during these years. Lussier (We are from Jfet

Coventry, be proud), Willy Maze Heays (Hey, Where’s da Goat?!), Winston (Yes, you IBfli
are Kurt Hammond), Matt. W. (Where’s my wallet?), GETTO B (A.K.A. Ghetto Bird),

Cam, Dick Nazareth (We all know where your last name comes from.), Owen (pork chop), Tom (TV

Squad), Adam, Kev, Al, Cale, Simon (The original Corduroy Boy), Trevor "Tre” Phillips, Brad, Joe. Thanks

to all of these friends for making my years at this school somewhat bearable. Hopefully I’ll see you all

sometime in the future. If I left anyone out, I’m sorry. I wrote this in about five minutes. Also I would like

to thank my advisor, Mr. Telling, and most of all my family. I love you all.
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Ann Marcotte

H I was told that you don't realize how fast time goes by until you start to appreciate

it. As I approach the next level of my life I discovered that this is true and all I can

do is hold onto my many memories that I have shared with my friends here at SWC.

To my three little Koreans: Ohmena, Pablo and you are so mean! Mel, when I look over

the bear I will think of you. Meg we had great times and parties! Peeyai, you are special

to me and don’t you ever forget that. Thank you for being you and for always being

there when I needed someone to hold or to talk to. Mom, we have been through a lot this year but I made

it! I will really miss having you around. Mom, Dad, you were my shining stars whenever I needed hope,

love, support and you showed me that anything is possible. You guys are the best and I love you deeply.

Alex, I know you are going to make me proud, I love ya. Thanks to everyone, Laura, Nick, Jules, Rob

and all my friends, you know who you are. Love always...

Kristin McCallum
I’ve learned a lot in the past two years. A big thanks to my family, their support

got me through it all. Mr. Chandler, I’ll try never to forget that, "I’m the most

important person in my life.” Now for the fun times; Grade 12 privs, ANY

weekend at Karine’s, my week in VA with the Goellers, Les’ party, talks with Gen,

NB tournament (shampoo girls & hall soccer), the “sink”, Luci’s party, Feb. break *-.mi

with Ryan, being the hockey guys manager (I love you guys), Cafe Cap (big

thanks to Mrs. Wells, Mr. Van Dyke and MP), Stats Class (101 questions), all the time I spent with

Ryan. To my friends, I love you and I’ll miss you tons, especially Karine, Kee, MP, Bettez, Lindi,

Meg, Meliss, Jared, the Qc guys, Adam (roomie?), and Les. My biggest thanks goes to my best

friend and boyfriend, Ryan. You’ve helped me become so much more confident and trusting. I’ll

never forget all the times we’ve spent together. I’m going to miss you tremendously, never forget

that I love you best. Good-luck grads!

Robin Mills

The world is a looking-glass, and gives back to every man the reflection of his own

face. Frown at it, and it will in turn look sourly upon you; laugh at it and with it, and

it is a jolly kind companion; and so let all young persons take their choice.

Caroline Morgan
I do the best I know how, the very best I can; and I mean on doing it to the end. If

the end brings me out alright, what is said against me will not amount to anything.

If the end brings me out all wrong, ten angels swearing I was right would make no

difference.

Abraham Lincoln
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Keely Mundle
The past three years at Stanstead have been filled with lots of memories. The

rugby tour and Grad '98. The SWC parties during breaks. All right Mike, no my
name is Jack!! I didn’t do it... Molly did! Gen’s new friends; The Jesus Army...

CONE!! MP-lt’s just a little crush... Meg-Where’d Sammy go? Cancer, cancer,

cancer!! The Vanilla Ice Mission and toilet papering Mr. Nelson’s Car. Activate

your chi! Shampoo Girls! Thanks to my family and close friends who helped me
through the difficult times this year. Without you I don’t know what I would have done. I’m almost

sad to see it end, goodbye.

Richard Nazareth
What do I owe the great honour of attending such a fine establishment as

Stanstead? Winston Cuenant, my best friend, who has turned sarcasm, gro-

tesque displays of perversion, know it all comments, and general stupidity into a

profession. But, I love the guy. Ryan Heays, if there's one person that can make

me laugh it’s the one you’ve insulted to tears for my enjoyment (now folks that’s

a true friend.) Ghetto-B, you know what I want. Mr. Gayshorts have you seen my

wallet? Phill, 31 1 in 711, boy you the MAN! Hey you Perfume Girl, I’ll always remember when you

took advantage of me in Magog. China Doll, hope you find what you’re looking for, my cute little

wierdo. Girls you know who you are, and what you owe me, and I will collect! I’m going to Montreal

this weekend, I’ll see you guys Sunday night. Lill, paper or plastic? MUCH LOVE to the rest of my
clique and all who helped me out this year. My advice to all you young bloods is to make as many

lovers and friends as possible. Don’t miss out on anything.

David Otero
Another marking period, another term, another year. The conclusion of this year

brought me some feelings of sadness, but also of joy. For the first time, I will be

on my own [sj0t knowing what’s going to happen next year, I’m diving into an

ocean of incertitude, but also into a warm ocean where fun and joy surround me
like little fish. I think I’ll stop that emotional text to go on with the good stuff. Here

are some memories. I would like to congratulate the Canadian junior curling team

for winning the world championship. Curling is a fascinating sport. Johnny: “Hey Dave demande a

Andrew c’est quoi son nom?", Marie-Pier et son garde-robe, (I wonder what was going on in there?)

While we are talking about that, Andreas, Beavers have a flat tail! Andrew: I have to say that it was a

pleasure meeting you and I hope we’ll keep in touch because you are a really cool friend to have.

Can’t forget Owen and Heays at Much Music in Toronto! Finally I want to say thanks to all my friends

and my parents for being there and sending me to this, sometimes, great school.

Ryan Owen
In my three years at Stanstead College, I can say that the most important thing

that Stanstead gave me was some good friends. I have countless memories at

this school, many good and some bad but through it all, I survived. I would like

to thank Mr. Ashworth for being a great advisor and to my friends for being cool.

I would like to thank my parents most of all. They have given me the opportunity

to come here and have always been very supportive of me and have helped me
out my whole life. I love you with all my heart and I am forever grateful. On a final

all success in your future endeavors.
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Trevor Phillips

Two years at Stanstead. A step in the right direction I guess. I have to admit if it

weren’t for the friends I made here, there would have never been a second year

here. Adam, ummm...HEAD. Johnny, thanks for giving Tom his birthday present.

m|| : really appreciated it. Crazy eight's with Ghetto B, Vandor and the Spirk bros, 27

days straight. I still can't believe it. I also don’t believe it only lasted a week.

Lifting with Cam, B-Ball with everybody. Andreas, I still don’t know what to do

about my little problem. Angel, what can I say, you're the best, but I can’t believe I survived two

years with you. Goeller (ex-roomie), maybe someday you’ll beat me in B-Ball, but I doubt it. For

Adam, Tom, Ghetto B and J.D, we have to hook up this summer, and in the future to do... whatever.

Thanks a million to my mom, dad and two bros. (Scott and Todd) for their incredible support,

encouragement and most of all for their patience. I want to also thank my advisor, Miss Mihaljevic

and Mr Denney for their continuous help. One love, T-BONE.

Maxime Robillard

Three years at Stanstead gave me a lot of unforgettable memories, the Spain

tour with Mr. Marino "go max go". Thank you Fred for bringing me back to the

hotel. Sorry Dave for all the Sunday mornings that my roomate woke you up. I

know you like Eric Shen. When Dave and I were roommates in Bugbee, it was afrk
great, even if we had hours every week because our room was too messy. The

trip to England and France with Mr. Denney and Mr. Simard was one of the best

trips I’ve ever been on! In grade 12 all the breaks in Montreal and Karine’s parties were really cool,

especially the one in Valleyfield. Adriana, thank you so much for this wonderful year. Having you

made me spend the best year of my life, I will never forget you. Te quiero mucho! The New York trip

was great with Angeles, Ana, Andrea, Raquel, Theo and Greg. I would like to thank my parents who

made this last year possible at Stanstead, also my brother for always being there for me. Thank

you to all my friends for their support and to all the teachers that helped me throughout the year.

Melanie Routh
Two years have come and gone. I don’t think I will ever forget any of the friends

I’ve made here. Caroline and Isabelle, I’ll always be your calendar girl. Ann, you

Jr are the greatest friend, helping me in more ways than you could know. The

T|ik amazing and lucky goal at the soccer tournament in N.B. and the amazing

singing that took place late into the night. To all of the girls, who went on the UK

rugby tour, who could forget our tour of London with Mike? Thanks to everyone

for helping make this year a memorable one. I can't believe that I’ll soon be leaving Stanstead. It

seems as though orientation day in grade 1 1 was only yesterday. I’d like to thank my parents for

their continuous support in everything I’ve done. And my adviser Mrs. Duncan for always being there

for me when I needed her.

-iS.y

Adam Spirk
Wuz up y'all? Camy, where the fresh bitties at? The Hebron Experience, La

Florida, Ghiote, Cam, Matt, Tom. ..dooms! Karine’s party.. .Oh Boy! Johnny, you yi*1

'jKf
can start but you can’t finish! NWO represent! Ghetto, thanks for the talks!

Vandor, thanks! Duhamel, Happy B-Day! Matt, frayed is in style! C42... thanks for 'jW
a great time! Tre, you my boy! Have faith the ladies are coming! Marc, HBoHl
ummm.. .CONVERTED, Matt Watt’s Christmas ball display! Owen, you're a man of

many talents, sail away! Dave and his azelnot treats! Big thanks to Mr. McNamara, Mr.Chandler and

to my advisor, Mr.Van Dyke. Thanks Mom, Dad, Aunt Eleanor and Aunt Margery for the endless

support, I love you! Finally thanks to Amelie for putting up with me, je t’aime! Road Dogg
,

I love you!

Karine, thanks for the endless rejections! To my boys cornin’ back, J.R, J.G, I won't forget the net!

Last but not least, my young blood, Tom, you made it! Good Luck to all in your future endeavors!

Tawfik, I trust you!
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Jonathan Trudeau
After surviving 5 years in Stanstead I have lived through good and bad times.

Many memories will be remembered through the years that have passed.

Stanstead has made me meet many friends. Here are some of the memories that

will make you think back, most important, the tanning parties at the country club,

Vandor, thanks for getting me sick on my b-day, George and Marty same to you,

M-P, how do we use a branch with a leaf in a closet, (Ask Andreas). The TCS

rugby trip, the Spain rugby tour, curling championships until 3 a.m., (Adam I still think you're a

during the years, some more than others, this is to all the people who were caught with me and to

all day work-details, Finally I’d like to thank my parents and grandparents for the opportunities,

Thanks to my brother Marty for helping throughout the years, and thanks to everyone else.

Andrew Vandor
The happiest people do not necessarily have the best of everything. They just |H|
make the best of everything. In order to remain sane at Stanstead, this was a

task one must accomplish. Although my journey only lasted one year, the friends

I made will always be remembered. My roomate ghetto B, thank God my year

with you is up. Johnny, 2 words (Goldshlager & Erin). Dave thanks for making me

laugh. Adam, I’m still trying to get over our little incident on the bus back from

Hebron, you've scarred me for life. Neil, our days date back as far as Water and Safety. Thanks for

making the adjustment easier. Andreas and Trev were caught walking off

.

(You two know what I

mean). Cam, I have nothing but the greatest respect for your courage and dedication. Julie, we’ve

made it this far, yet our greatest obstacle still lies ahead. Jeremy, your pirouettes turn me on. I am

proud of you. Tim, thanks for letting me be your first. Doug, see you at Sydney. Mom and Dad,

thanks for your continuous support. You never cease to amaze me.

Matthew Watt
Good times, good times. Solpol with Marc, Winston, Heays, Belivwau and Richie

Ahh, the fresh smell of Davis, one lung boys, one lung. Owen, who is coming? It’s

only a two man. Cam, I got mad respect for you and your cane. We had some

good laughs. Ghetto B, “Yo man, wanna go?” Angel, I will always remember our

little conversations and your Mexican two cents. Lill, you made the team! Helen,

thanks for everything. Winston, double who? Mom and dad, thanks for everything.

Marc, you don’t need all of that to have a good time. Darrell, I love you in that straight sort of way,

you too Matt C. I would like to thank my advisor, Mr. Duncan, for keeping me on track. Spirk. de

Paris a Montreal (prochain arret-next stop). To all the boring, die hard studiers: Get your priorities

straight. No one ever said on their death bed, “If only I had spent more time at the office.” Thanks

boys, we had some good times and they only get better. Matthewwatt@hotmail.com

Ji Hvun (Tina) Yu
The memories are countless: the classes, friends and the dormitories. But T- J|,

beyond daily routine of everyday life, beyond cafeteria, classrooms, and sports,

what these past years at Stanstead have given me are indescribably profound

and precious. I gained self-confidence that gave me the strength to pursue my

potential. Love for learning has always been my driving force. Independence, mm
though it pained to be apart from my family, made me a more mature and

determined person. Finally, and most important of all, I acquired a sense of love, with which I could

learn how to accept and value both the weaknesses and strength of others and myself. Of course,

all this couldn’t have been made possible without some people. Mrs.McNamara: your sincerity can

be compared to no one’s. Mr. Williams: your creativity will continuously inspire my art! Mr.Denney:

the prospect of going to university is exciting - but sad, thinking that you’ll be gone next year.

Lastly, my parents: words can’t express my gratitude and respect.
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GRADE ELEVEN

Didier Anthamatten
First I want to say thanks to my parents for giving me the chance to study in Jfff
Canada. I enjoyed a great year here in Stanstead even though the weekends y

*

were sometimes a little boring. I have met a lot of great people whom I’ll never Jij*\_f
forget. Thanks to my roommate Jared for blaming me for everything (did you eat

x||L
my chips?) Jared (11:11), (Did you light the incense?), to my brother and best !
friend Andreas for always being there for me, in Martha’s Vineyard, Acapulco (do

you wanna play golf?), Montreal (Owen, come out Of the bathroom) and at Kohl's (do you wanna go

to the ICQ?), to JD and his parents for letting me stay at their house, to Pat for being Pat, to Tom
for making the PSC classes amusing, to Winston for keeping me awake the whole night, to Johnny

for giving me lines, to Lucille for being a great friend, to Mr. MacNamara and Ms. Paradis who have

all the people which I have forgotten to mentiongiven me a lot and thanks to

Merle Becker
This text would actually be longer than a book! But I assume and hope that

p . .
"'J people could see that I enjoyed being a student in Stanstead. I would like to thank

Mgk ~ fij certain people for becoming more than just important for me. Without mentioning

JHfewdl ill names
>

I am sure, they know that I am talking about them. With all the students,

W A^mm m the staff and the classes it was a new and exciting version of school for me, But I

also want to let those who can’t conceive of those words know, that coming to

Canada was certainly a unique opportunity in my life; and I am grateful that friends and the school

as a whole helped me turning this opportunity in a great experience. “Many people will walk in and

out of your life, but only very few of them will leave footprints in your heart”...someone once told

me that. I wasn't run over, but in the past months many people left their footprints. Thanks for

everything... oh, and guys, be prepared -
1 will come and visit you one day!

I passed a wonderful year at Stanstead! I have such great memories of people ' W
that I will never forget L Thanks Cath for helping me with my work even if it was P #V
in French. Power chief Power! Lucille, I won’t forget the crumbs that you left in 'wL'

my bed! Thank Kristin for all these nights that you passed in my room to make

me happy. Vive I’Angleterre! Keely I will always remember the last night in IH -mV
England. , All right Mike! Mathieu, Catherine. II ne faudrait surtout pas oublier les

sapins joyeux, memesi ca n’a pas dure longtemps. Je voudrais particulierement remercier mes

parents pour avoir toujours ete la et m'avoir encouragee dans les durs moments. Papa, Maman, je

vous aime! Max ,Nath, je suis fiere de ce que vous etes. M. Simard, thank you for letting me talk TO
you each time I did. Jared thank you to be my best friend, to have been there each time I needed

you and to have made me smile each time I was crying. C’est quoi le mot pour un gros elephant?

Patchy...derme!
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I can remember myself on the first day of school. I was scared and I wanted to

i 4=8plI leave . I finally have to say that I had a great year and I learned a lot. I found new

friends that I will miss a lot. Jone: You were the best roomy ever. Nader : I don’t

l»i think • neecl to say a lot - Just remember, that Honey and Shnuffi will never leave

each other. Alicia
,
Tawfik... I will never forget you. Special thanks to my

parents who supported me the whole year .To Miss Campbell : You were a

great advisor . To Mrs Telling and Miss Paradis; Thanks for the advice and the talks to help me.

Finally: Merle, Gustl und Miriam, ich hatte echt viel Spass mit Euch! Merle: Hau die Huehner ! Gustl

: Ich hoffe . Du bekommst Dein Major “S" im Schwimmen ! Miriam : Wem war der Ring????

“Hahahah’’ Hab Euch lieb I

After being at Stanstead for 5 years I don’t know where to begin; there is just 'm*
too much to say. SWC has made me a stronger person and I have many people C
to thank for that. Thanks to the teachers for their support, my parents for the

™
opportunity of coming here and to my friends for always being there. Sis, you m «|jl ,

are the best! We had so much fun together and more to come! Angeles la fea,

gracias por todo, eres LA NETA! Sergio, I’ll never forget you. Winston you’re the

best, even though you only weight 90 lbs. I can marry whoever I want. Matt, Heays, Owen and all

you guys, you're so funny! Adam we had fun together, I’ll miss you. Kristin you’re the best roomie.

JD, you P. Head! Robin I'm going to miss you lots. MP, remember Quebec? Adriana you're really

cool! Isa, my favorite singing partner. Mexico x 2. My party! Cafeteria dancing, French class and

breaks in Mtl. Robin, is my ceiling a little low? Thanks Mr. Denney for everything! And good luck to

everyone!

Alicia Cervera Gonzalez
*

-p. This year in Stanstead has been an experience that I’ll never forget. Here I met
’ friends that I am going to miss a lot. I would like to thank all my teachers and%m _

people who helped me during my year here. Especially I would like to thank to

my advisor Ms Bardati for her help all year and her advice, I would also like to

MBBk ’W I thank Mr. Nelson for his help. Sorry I couldn’t be an excellent student. Ahora si a

todos los mexicanos les doy gracias por lo que implica cada uno: Jorge, gracias

por tu amistad, Ricardo, se mas tolerante, Tofio ya no vueles en tu mente, Sofia, no te olvides de

tu mama lich,Jessica, gracias por tus consejos, Dougie no olvidare tus bromas, Lucille, escribeme

para contarme sobre tu sabes, Eduardo, mil gracias por apoyarme incondicionalmente, Jone no

olvidare tus asotones pero sabes cuanto te quiero y finalmente Bertha Gracias por tus consejos y

ya nos vamos!!!

Him Tat (Jackie) Chan
I’ve been studying at Stanstead for two years . I met many friends here. Thanks jr~
to those who are the football

,
basketball and rubgy teams this year. I need to

.
1

say thanks to my coaches for giving me a chance to be a manager . Also, we

did well this year in the investment club. Even though we had a hard time
,
we ^j

still are making a great profit . I’ll say thanks to my friends too; Danny , Ian ,

Michelle
,
Jack , Meagan ,Woo Sung

,
Marc

,
and Johnny . Thanks to the

teachers
,
Mr.Sirnard

,
Mr Elliot

,
Miss Mihaljevic, Mr Southward and Mrs.Duncan for the sports or

clubs. Especially, thanks to my house director, Mr Nelson for having a great time in Cafe

Cappucino . Also, thanks to all the teachers and classmate who I didn’t mentioned . I’ll never

forget the great time here . These two years would be a very valuable experience , I am hoping you

all will have a great future in your study and life . Sorry for my leaving
,
but my heart will always be

here, Stanstead. P.S. “
I love you

,
I miss you for Miss Campbell.
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gar „ " Alio tout le monde! I will never forget these past years at Stanstead. I came here

'IBfef
~ -

?j| and I didn’t know how to speak English, It was not easy but I learned, finally.

Heille Hash ma p’tite roomate preferee! Je te dois encore 25 cents pour Rombo!
Merci pour m’avoir enduree avec mon desordre. Avoue qu’on avait la chambre” " *

’

' '• * avec fa plus belle vue. Avec toi on s’amusait be gros pas le choix t'etais notre

organisatrice de fun) comme a la danse d’octobre. On n’etait meme pius capable

de se teriir pour la photo. Caro ma internaute favorite. On a sue avec Toto et Vax. On a eu des

aventures quand on allait bananer! Laelia... avec tes yeux petillants que je n’oublierai jamais. Les

beaux cours d’anglais qu’on a eus avec les cochons qui tombent du del et de se raser avec un

rasoir et des ciseaux! Marie, j'espere que ta roomate ne t’a pas traumatisee avec ses tiroirs!

Melissa, nos conversations vont me rnanquer! Cadavres...ou cheval. Je voudrais remercier mes
parents pour tout. Je vous aime beaucoup.

Yin-Jen (Brian) Chen
Four years is not too long, but it is never too short1 Stepping into the world that I 3
never knew about was not easy for me. In this place, I laughed, I cried, I got mad
and I grew up. Thanks to Rob Maybee for bringing me into the English group,

Liam for the best support, Darren for the many funny ideas, Nick for being a

joke, Jules for making jokes, Danny for being a nice roommate and Simon for a»
expressing my anger. Special thanks to Emi, Liv, Meg, Paul, Isa, Laura and Stef

for being the best friends. Thanks to George, Tyson, Pete and my brother for taking care of me. I

also want to thank Ms. Wadleigh for the great advice and for being the best listener. Thanks to Ms.

Duncan, Ms. Campbell, Ms. Atkin, Mr. Simard, Ms. Simard, Mr. VanDyke and all the other staff. I

want to thank Richard and all my other diving partners for giving me the best time in the water,

scuba diving ROCKS! Last but not least, my parents, my family, thank you for giving me all I have. I

thank you all and love you all forever and ever.

mt-z M Three years of life at Stanstead and I have a lot of reminiscences. Some of them

_£./ .

are good things that made me so happy, and some made me sad and cry.

Stanstead has been my shelter in Canada. I got so many wonderful things from

v Stanstead, My English was improved and I have good memories with friends. The

mos t important thing that I got from Stanstead was that I could make really good

friends; ail the Koreans who have studied for three years with me; WooSung,
Ayeon, JaeWon, KyungAh. Special thanks to Isabelle Nazon who always liked Koreans and bought

me dolls. Meagan, Olivia, Liam and Brian were always being nice to me. Catherine was my first

roommate in Colby and she was my best roomie. Mrs. Bardati was on my side all the time as my
adviser. There are so many people who helped me. The last thing I really want to say is I was happy

when I was with my boyfriend, WooSung, who took care of me, and cheered me up when I was
depressed. Thank you for what you have done for me. I love you!

Laelia Couet-Morin
-1;

'Expect the best. Prepare for the worst. Capitalize on what comes,

Eleanor Roosevelt
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j? «f ; When you read this today, tomorrow, or in 20 years, just know the good times I

had could never be duplicated. Stanstead is one of a kind. It's the only place on

m
r
:“ earth where you honestly don’t know what you’re eating. But malnutrition didn’t

stop me. Melissa, what a girl. It was fun and my words to you are "touch me like

the sun touches us all". You mean so much to me and I will always remember

you. And Montreal-JD’s house, bullets, good times-Adam, Cheech and Tom S,

Jared-love cats and 101 things to tell an English class, JNV, It’s all about business and chess

tournaments, Darren-the next obiwan kenobi. Florida-Winston, Richie, thanks for the best spring

break ever, 7-1 l’s and a skim board contest. '’You’ve lost that lovin feeling”, Trippy room with PW.

Hayes-b-ball strategy, Didier and Andreas-some of the best guys I know, Miriam-my math love.

Merle-1 love you. Si-great guy.But alas my finest moments came in a class called Chemistry w/

JNV,JG,DG.Thanks mom and dad, I love you.

I would like to thank Stanstead College for these past two years of some of the "‘'W^ J
best times of my life. Most of all I would like to thank my family and friends back

'

f,
;

l if
home. Mom, Dad, Eric, Heath, and Andy thanks for being there. Laura, Todd, "

"'ll

Chad, Chris, and Carley thanks for keeping well in touch while I was here at
J|1

SWC. To my friends here at Stanstead, I could have never enjoyed the times

here without you. Especially to people like SFP LV JDR TP AA JV MT MB MR LG

WC RH MW DO TS RO LC FD JD RM CP KG MH JT AS EDOM and ML. Max, you were the best

roommate. Andrew, it was great having another valley boy at SC. To Germany and Switzerland,

you guys are great. Thank you to all the staff for all of your time and energy in making our time

here great. Best of luck to all of the class of 99.

Nicolas Gariepy
} Man, has it already been 4 years? Stuff like late night talks with Darren and other™ ~

S,. prefects, or the talks with Ann and Meg really are moments that Move about

,,
Stanstead. I’ll miss all of you!!!! There are some crazy memories going back to

gA grade 8, like Simon and the hat incident, then in grade 9, roomming with Rob and

Jules, camping out during grad, sleeping on the soccer fields. Then came grad

10. What a year! In that year THC became a good friend of mine. Hey Jules,

boom booms and doobies man! Waking Liam up every morning, Dirk just being himself, having

Tawfik as a roommate for a year, Now that is long! Wrestling with Yanne every night. Grade 11,

wasting study with Liam, Meagan and her weekly crushes, Meagan’s party “Fetal Position”! No

seriously, thanks Mr. Simard you have taught me so much. Mr. Denney and Mr. Ashworth thanks a

lot. Mr. Chandler, l am still better than you in hockey. Finally Ann and Mrs. Marcotte, you have been

like sister and mother to me.

Luziela Gasper-Martins

You may have to fight a battle more than once to win it.”

Margaret Thatcher
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Marie Pier Germain
PWf J SWC came in my life at the point where I needed it the most. It made me strong

jP ‘“'.JM taught me fife and above all, it showed me what real friendship was about. Here»3»r are a few memories to make the ones that shared those years with me rernem-

1\ Nil jj...
ber. Our cacao nights, Arne. Ka, t’es super and your parties?! Les huttres a Nice,

v , mJm% scuba diving at -30°C. Alex, t’es aussi memere qu’une fille. Raquel, I'll NEVER

forget you. Johnny, George & Marty, unforgettable New Year’s. Mookie I love

your toes. JN, I guess Qc is very different from Stanstead. Sweetie Poo, Bruja. Matt I need a

kitchen talk. Kee my beloved cynic. Cat et Genevieve: “Un pour tous, tous pour un!” Beth, Caro,

Lisa, Amelie & Julie: “J’suis tannee, et j’m’ennuie." Merci d’avoir toujours ete la pour moi. Miss

Mihalevic, thanks for supporting me. Mom, I know what these years meant for you and thanks for

letting me have them. Mamie je t’aime. For those reading this, always remember that “what doesn’t

kill you makes you stronger!”

Stephan Gingras
MMMMMBMMMMNMNHMNMWMMMMMNWnMttMMMMMMMMMMNNMMI

JULES! ROB! ISA! ANN! MEG! LIV! DARREN! BRIAN! These are the people that I will

never forget. Some of the people will leave, others will stay, but I wish them fun

and good times in the future, i’ll always remember chill’n in the tuck shop,

listening to people make fun of Nick, Dirk laughing as someone says how big he

is. Squeak has joined our little group and has turned out to be funny. Remember

friends from grade 9. Fabian reminds me we all have to leave.

Jared Givarz
m T

~
•-'? Before I recall upon any of the great events that I have been through over the

>

~J past two years! have to say thanks to the most important person in my life, my
ji

mother. Thanks Mom! Stanstead College gave me a lot but I think the most

K # important has to be all of the great people that I have met. From good old buddy

JD Ross (danger zone) to my Swiss roommates 11:11. To Spirk and l under the

net, good old Lucille, Didier April 6th, Goeller for almost running over old ladies,

Kristine for being there always, Jean-Nick and our talks about life and Adreas for trying to steal my

girlfriend. Sorry to have had to rough you up! To my injury buddy Cam, Trey and our ballin’, the

Ross family and last but definitely not least my best friend and girlfriend Genevieve, you I have

spent the best times with. Thanks for being a great French teacher and futhermore for just being

yourself, I love you! A huge thanks to Mr. McNamara and the always great Mr. Ashworth who both

have given me a lot. Knock, knock Gen!

Darren Gray

their support; I know it’s been hard, i love you guys. Thanks also to the Bugbee a ^
boys for making it such a sweet year. I'll never forget the ruler war that saw the

fall of Liam MacNeil, or those long nights when we’d entertain ourselves by ImIS
pulling pranks on Nick. Simon, you're the best roommate: good luck in Cegep.

Brian, keep studying those SAT’s, your English score may one day improve. To Yanne, who left us

last year, I have one message: It all comes back to holography. Thanks to Phil, Jared and Jean-Nic

for the joy you brought to chemistry class. Chemical DJ’s are for life! KATC! Go chess team! Here’s

for newcomer PD, master chess-player and initiator of donut scam 99. I'll never forget that rugby

trip. Last of all, I want to thank Mr. and Miss Simard for being great house directors, Mrs. Duncan

and my PC gang back home. To the grads this year: The force will be with you. Always.
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Meagan Heath
It’s been five years and I’m still here. First of all I would like to thank my parents

for their support, my brother for his insight, my friends for being there for me

when I needed them and everyone else who helped me along the way. Thanks to

all of you I will never forget: fashion police, Jockey/Speedo, closing time, porno

baby, sacred antler handshake, Exxon, Empire Records moments, slap happy,

the chair toss, loser-magnet, JudyJason’s birds, our basement chats, “WOW!'

Kim, pretty boy obsessions, princess fantasies, Manzanita, good music, ballroom dancing, breast

envy, Rudolph, living vicariously, Dirk’s gift, Fabian, G and R’s bonding, and of course Canada rocks

Sure Liam, that’ll happen someday... planning is half the fun. Isa, keep those cat fights coming.

Liv, you’re my mind’s mirror. Hick thanks for listening. Okay, where’s the party at? I’ll miss you guys

Liam, Julien, Cho-Cho, Ann, Rox, Bren and Tom. If I forgot you, there’s still next year.

Natsuko Idetsu

1 really can’t believe time goes that fast and 3 years have passed at Stanstead. I

have made a lot of friends from different countries and a lot of memories.

Thanks to my best roommate that I ever had, Judy!! We had been roommates for

2 years. She was like my little sister. We had talked about a lot of love affairs!

She has been nice to me and helped my English and French. Also another

roommate Lucille. Crazy one! She loved noodles and made them every midnight.

I will never forget those weekends when we had majors. Bertha has been a such good friend whom

I could share my laziness with. I would like to thank Mrs.Duncan who has been my best adviser. You

gave me such great warmth and whole heartedness. She was like my second mother. Thank you for

my parents for sending me here. All of my friends back home and all Japanese friends-thanks for

your support and love. I had so many experiences that I would not be able to have anymore again.

I’ll not forget the days that I spent in Stanstead.

Bertha Jauregui Ortiz

First of all, thanks to God and my parents for giving me the chance to come to

Stanstead. It was a lifewise learning experience that I’ll never forget and for sure

I’ll miss. Thanks to my friends in Cuerna (sigo viva!), my sis and my brother for

VtmI their support and letters. I learned many things, met a bunch of people and

I earned a lot of memories. I won’t forget my pals, Yo quiero Fisica, run Forrest

run, me presto su gorrito, oh no I have piano class!, being on the swimming tean

(thanks Mrs, Harris and Mr. Channel), las aventuras de Pumba, nice underwear, England, softball,

the nice prefects, mes cheres camarades de chambre, Asians, Adri and of course all the Mexicans

and habla espanol people. Special thanks to Mrs. Moman, who was really kind, Mrs. Telling, Mrs.

Hetu, Mrs. Atkin and Mr. Nelson who were always willing to help, encouraging and understanding.

Angeles Juarez Trujillo

“ Give the world the best you have and the best will come back to you.” I would K- a
like to thank my family. for all they have done for me and for this opportunity. To M _:

-l
Marc, te amo mas que siempre. I’ll never forget you bebe. To Rax, Fer (Kiau),

Ana and Andrea, las adoro! To Sergio, Manu, J-C, Pompy and Diego, I missed

you all. To Greg, Theo and Max. NY was awesome. To Gordo, Killer & Nene, I’ll Ml f§B
never forget last year. Luche (POCA MADRE)

,
Adri y Les (Fea), las quiero mucho

y gracias. My birthdays were great! Edu, Owen, Luz and Robi, you guys are really cool. Trev, te

quiero mucho. Cameron, where is my cross? Winston, give a YEAH! for us. Heays & Matt, my cool

enanito and guey. Hey Dave, VIVA MEXICO! J-N, eres un papaeito! Simon y JD, mi osito y hermamto.

Ayeori, you were the best roommie. Thanks to Mr. Denney and Mr. VanDyke, you guys are great.

Thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Hetu for everything. The breaks and the bridge were fantastic Smiles, tears

fights, reconciliations, I’ll never forget all of you. Gracias Dios por permitirme amanecer cada.dta.

Gracias Virgen por guiarme y protegerme.
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A-Yeon Kim
W„ My life in these past three years at Stanstead gave me a wonderful school life. I

1
~

* still remember the first day at Stanstead knowing only one word, “Hi”. During

these years my English has been improved so much and I experienced a whole

\j|jS new life m another country, Canada. All my memories I shared with my precious
. I friends will last endlessly in my heart. Thanks to Angeles, Isabelle, Ann, all my

friends and the teachers who lit up my life at Stanstead and to my Korean friends

who always backed me up mentally. I will never forget you guys. Special thanks to my parents and

my boyfriend for always being there for me and supporting me, I Love You.

Genevieve Laauerre
Coming to Stanstead was at first a bit of a challenge for me. After a year spent ir™ Jp
in Mexico experiencing what freedom really is, Stanstead was a shock. Living in jF -I
isolation taught me a lot. Even if it’s been hard at times, I survived and I have

great memories. First of all, thanks to Ju, Ve, Mitch, Mel and Cat for never letting |jfi|
t

,

me down. You guys made it a whole lot better. Mitch, tu te rappelles? Ve: “hein, 8 w m
de quoi?". Then in Mexico, Helena, sis forever? Mae, be a good mom! Tan, Ryan,

Sarah, Kale and Allan, partying with you guys was fantastic. Santavenia, we all miss you down here,

take care of us from the sky. Finally, thanks to Ana, you’re the best roomy. Mat, et ton 720? MP:

c'est un alfo cas! The 3Musketeers. A+ Cat! DAVE: A velo sans casque.. Alex, oublie le divan en

cuir, Max crois-le pas! Johnny, notre tattoo? JD, don’t underestimate my feelings for you. You’re the

best: 2 COOL points! Thanks for everything, I love you lots. I’ll miss you all, keep in touch. La

PETITE.

Jae Won (Steve) Lee
* * T During three years at Stanstead, I’ve made memories that I will never forget. My

i
-

- .
first year at Stanstead was tough for me. I spoke very little English and it was

very hard to live with it but in three years, I learned more than just English. I met

friends, I had great roommates and I played a lot of soccer. Friends from

different countries changed my concepts about people, they made them wider

and I could learn much more from them. Soccer was almost everything to me after school and

during weekends. I have great memories from the C.I.A.S. tournament. Thanks to my soccer coach

Mr. Chicken (Mr. Chandler), he always told me, “Head the ball like a chicken”. When he headed the

bail he really looked like a chicken. Thank you Mr. Chicken. Thanks to my friends for being patient

with me when I was crazy and acted stupid. Thanks for your support during hard times. I love you

mom and dad. I love you Shiho.

Melissa Lemieux
This grade 11 year was certainly a nice and memorable time for me. I learned Sf A
good from bad and how to be more honest, mature and respectful. I have many jB .,y.

unforgettable sweet memories like the Halloween dance, the soccer tournament Jr ' j

.

in New Brunswick, les joueurs de hockey de New York, poker, Louise qui court, ^
the butt in the tree, Quebec City trip, ski trip, Valentines dance, Phil and his sexy \ . 1

long johns, my birthday, Can-Am Hockey tournament, Bagel and ice cream with

Cream, break at home, the alarm clock, midnight swim, piano lesson, ruined clothes, ... Every day

of my life in Stanstead has been a memory itself. I would like to thank all my teachers, my coaches,

my friends and my roommate Michelle who has been there to help me find myself through all the

tears and laughter and also to my parents who made this year possible. Finally, thanks Phil, I learnt

a great deal of things from you, and you made my life more colorful. I love you.
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Liam MacNeil

^ , I can't graduate! I'm going plan Z! I can’t believe it's time to move on. I’m going tc

IP& '•?/ miss a lot of things at SWC; the late night discussions in Bugbee, the relaxing

visits to the most excellent B-Tree, the euphoria of scuba diving with Mrs. Atkin,^ Miss. Campbell’s English class, Mr. Van Dykes Physics and Math, Mr. Chandler’s1M nights on duty and Mrs. Duncan’s great meetings. Jules, just shut-up! You had mt

at hello, man! Of course, there’s Brian’s 100 Mph, genius personality, Darren's

feel-good lyrics and. ..well, Star Wars, Jean-Nick’s productive nights, Simon’s coolest personality,

Nick, ask me anything, you'll get a straight answer. Rob’s red head up high, Steph’s wild night in th<

bathtub, Work-D with Jules and Squeak. S. Rich’s midnight plans and rooming with Kiyo were the

best! Meg, Liv, Isa, Ann, you are the best friends a guy could have. My precious Cream, what we

had and always will have is so special. Words can’t express it. I'll never forget you, ever.

Simon Malo
“ The highest reward for a man’s toil is not what he gets for it, but what he

becomes by it.”

John Rustin

Robert Mavbee
..

. Stanstead College- Well it’s been a great five years with it’s ups and downs. I’ve

made some awesome friends, but I would like to thank my parents for all the tim

and effort they put into my schooling, Thank you very much. Julien-Steph, you’ve

|t.l^ made Davis life much more bearable. Matt, if only I didn’t have a girlfriend. Santc

Domingo for you I will be mourning. Friends that played major roles in my years

at Stantead: Isabelle, Sam, Simon, Ann, Brian, and Nick. I'd like to thank the

person that has made my year go much smoother. Thank you Juliana, I love you. You always,

manage to bring a smile to my face. I would like to thank the Stanstead staff for helping and putting

up with me.

Danny Mo
These past three years at Stanstead, I learned a lot. of things, especially in Jf

i

English. I have a lot of good memories; my great roommates in grade 9, Brian, \ zzJ- ']

Jerry and Fabian, Mr. Williams’s correcting style, Mr. Ashworth’s binder check,
j

Failed every Bio tests in grade 9, My grade 10 roommate PTANG. (He was a
, >.9^

good roommate.) ICQ every night, Stefan’s VCDs. (Paul, want to take a week-

end?) TYPE-R or Impreza Paul, PTANG, don’t be cheap, PTANG’s dancing skill,

Jacky’s show in the Lyp-Sync, UFO for my grade 9 Science Fair, my grade 11 roommate, Brian.

(He was the best roommate I ever had.) Brian:’’Danny, 7:31!" At the end, I want to thank Mr.

McNamara for being my advisor for these past three years, Mr. Chandler, Mr. Simard, Mrs. Atkin,

my parents and all my friends in Stanstead. Thank you very much!

)

Ulii

1
Hi
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Kvung Ah (Kate) Moon

M My past three years at Stanstead have been so special and so great.l’ve had so

many experiences and memories;good, bad, crazy, boring. Never go to bed at

the right time, ICQ every night, noodle parties with the Korean connection.

Thanks to all my friends for being there for me. Danny, thanks for being nice to

me. To my little bro, (M. Tang always reminds me of my boyfriend so I could get

through hard times easily.), stay cool cutie. Special thanks to my adviser Miss

Paradiswho always took care of me, Mr. Chandler and Mrs. Duncan who always made me feel

good. Patrick, my love, I'll never forget romantic, sweet moments which I spent with you. I love you

with all my heart. Helen, I’ll think about you all the time, I love you. Finally, I would like to thank God

and my daddy. Daddy, you are the most respectable person in the world to me. Mom, you are the

strongest woman to me. Thanks for supporting me, there would be nothing without you. I LOVE

YOU!

Olivia Moselev
Five down, one to go. Here's the condensed version of what's happened so far: j® . _V

the Cats, my fantastic roommates, Fabian’s questions, all of the nights under the

Tuck Shop, walks with Heather; Liam's only in a tie (Nick the gullible), Woo Sung saL
~

stop poking me, Paul’s porno baby, Toronto and Florida, the bathroom, our

favorite hang-out, the 30 Hour Famine, “hello white women", the People Tree, W'V ’mm
driving around aimlessly and finally ‘do as the Italians do’. We finally executed

one of our plans: EXXON! I’ll keep my eyes open for bears and branches Darren. There are a few

people who simply cannot go unmentioned. Meagan, our friendship is amazing and sometimes one

of the few stable things in my life. Isabelle, I love you and your crazy ways. I miss you already

Liam! Brian your presence has meant so much to me. We’ve had some great times guys. Don’t

forget them too quickly. The plays were wonderful (thanks Jason and Paul.) And of course, my
eternal gratitude and love go to my family.

Isabelle Nazon
* - * |,ve been at SWC for 3 years and lots happened. I had the chance to make

.

* ^ incredible friends that made life here worth living. Being a border is very tough

on you, you don’t get the same privilege and sometimes you feel imprisoned.

, 'V That’s where your friends come in. As a teenager, I can guarantee that great
v

; ™ friendship is the key to a successful school year here at SWC. My friends mean

a lot to me but they aren't the only things that will leave with me, so will the

good memories I had in basketball, being the so called best manager Mr. VanDyke had ever had

even if I lost the towels, uniforms and the balls. ..The school play working with the crew, you know

who you are, ifs been great. I’d like to give a special thanks to: Mr. Duncan for being an under-

standing adviser, Jules, Robert, Stephan, Olivia, Meagan, Mookie, Martha, Luziela, Laura, Liam,

Nick, Brian, Paul, Cyrile, Caroline, Anne, Juliana, Angeles, Adriana .Three Korean girls etc. ..(If I

forgot somebody please do not be offended)

Martha Nioku
This year has been one of the most effective years of my high school life. I want jKSjH
to give special thanks to God for giving me the grace to get through this, to my /jggB
family for making this happen and for being there when I needed them. I would

like to thank my English teacher Miss Campbell for making me see that learning

English wasn’t all that bad and Mr. Wells for helping me through math. Thanks to
*

*

Mr. VanDyke, Mr. Chandler and Mr. Nelson for being who they are. Thanks to my
friends Isabelle, Luziela, Miriam, Cream, Adriana, Angel, Merle, Lucille, Kate, Caroline and my
sisters Gift, Nancy and my brother Sam for being wonderful people. I have learnt a lot more than I

knew before, in life and in studies too. It was one of my hard years in high school but it brought

more out of me then I thought there were days of crying and there were days of joy. There were

days of absolute depression and there were days of excitement. There were days where I wanted

to give up but there were days when I knew that life was still woth living.
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Young-Joon Oh
-f Y.J, Young Joon, Old{?) Joon, Geenie, Mr. Adidas. If you have heard of these

'

names and never seen the person, that’s me. I remember when I came to

&J,/' Stanstead without speaking any English, besides ‘chocolate’. I was the youngest

Korean 4 years ago and I find myself graduating this year, the oldest Korean in

this school. I cooked noodles every night with Alain, never had work detail in 4

years, lost interest in sports. Oh! I wasn't good anyway and took a Florida trip

with IM-SOO. My illegal roommates were Jin & Jini (they're hamsters). Special thanks to Sylvie &
Hugues, Koreans, Alain.V, Eloise, PI (a person who forced me to write his name here), Emir,

Mr.Simard, Mr. Nelson, Mr.Ayotte, Mr.Chandler (a person who controlled my life), the kitchen peoplf

(I only care about quantity of foods), Mrs. Beasse, Mr. & Mrs.Duncan, Natalie (COL), the laundry

people, Miss Campbell, Miss Wadeligh, Mrs. & Mr.Wells, Jesus (?) and My parents. I Love you MOM
and DAD. Oops I forgot my sister. Ha, Ha people I’m not coming back.

Julien Ouimet
Graduating, me? No way! Well the last five years have been an all-around great «1 •

time, every year being totally different. Snoop the godfather and Sqeekthe
w

| f
apprentice were great. Meagan, Ann and Isa, you're the best. Nick, are you s Nsf?
Drew? Have fun in the six year club! Math class with Dirk was fun. Rob, Stef and

Sean who were always in my room. Spirk, find your own bed next time. The list

and that other class I go to, chemistry. I won’t forget plan z, zoomers and b-tree,

the theater plays and especially the parties. I’ll never forget the end of the year, because that is

when all the fun came. I’m happy that I got four S's and that I graduated with distinction. I would like

to thank Mr. Philip, Mr. VanDyke, Mr. and Mrs. Lightstone and of course Miss Campbell. And Erica,

I’d like to thank you for everything. It’s been a good four years. Maybe our paths will cross again.

Who knows?

Simon Petraki

^ i: J I arrived in grade seven a little kid and God knows how much I've changed. All I

^ know is that I’m proud of who I have become. I thought about all the memories,

^ '*) and I’m sure I’m forgetting some. My junior years are a blur, but I know I had a

good time. Grade ten was a challenge, I made new friends and learned a lot that

you can’t learn in school. My last year I was a prefect in Bugbee, I had a great

time. First of all I’d like to thank my guitar for keeping me busy. Darren was a

good roommate; good luck, man. Yanne was a true buddy and we had quality times together; 3-2-:

Simon! Enjoy the shisha, Jean-Nick; money, power, respect. JD, keep writing in that trip log, man.

When are you going to find my dog? Jared, you owe me about 200 juice boxes. Phil, you’re a deep

thinker and you have a bright future; all the best to you. Lucille, you’re a great friend and we’ll get

married some day. Shannon, thanks for being my leader, man. Angeles, I’ll never forget you. I’d like

to thank all the other friends I made. Thanks to Mr. Ashworth for being there. Most of all. I want to

thank my whole family for loving and believing in me.

Chatvalai Phromburi
This first year was a great experience for me. It has been very favorable, and #1
it's also a very nice memory. So many things happened, good, bad, crazy, ^ *
funny. I would like to thank Mrs.Moman for helping and giving me advice,

Mrs.Duncan for helping me with my terrible English, Mr.Nelson and Mr.VanDyke

for trying so hard to explain and make me understand the lessons, and all of my
friends for comforting me when I’m sad or depress, making me laugh and happy,

being patient with me when I’m in a bad mood. Thanks to the most special person, Liam, for always

being there, and making my life so much more delightful, my parents for loving, and giving me a

chance to experience a new environment, and being responsible for myself, Dr.Claude and Monique

for trusting me, making me feel better when I’m down, helping me with my English, making fun of

me, and for all the advice, caring, smiles, freedom, the best food. (I will never forget how nice you

are, the advises you gave, and the thoughts we’ve shared.)
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Miriam Rexroth
These past few months at Stanstead have meant so much to me. Even if it was

not always easy, I really enjoyed it It was a great experience and I have learned

a lot to improve myself and my life. So many things have happened and I will

never forget how much fun I had. Cream, Luziela and Lucille, I'll always remem-

ber you guys because of our little slush puppy experience. I would like to thank

all of my friends for being there whenever I needed them. You always comforted

me, made me happy and also made me laugh so much. I would also like to thank Mr. VanDyke for

all his efforts to make me think more positively about math and to Mr. Denney for being such a

great history teacher. And last but not least, I want to thank my family for giving me the opportunity

to come here. Thanks for always supporting me and to all my friends at home for believing in me.

Julia and Jojo, I love you so much!

James Ross
I've learned a lot being isolated from reality. One thing stands out though, when If -r rf

v%

given something to our disliking, we should make the best of it. The great '

friends made and memories will be cherished. Many people are responsible fot

the memorable moments I had here, but first I want to thank my bunnas back

home. I wish u guys could've come along. Jona, Pat, Mike SPD, Chris, Allison,

Carlye, Nick, Kyle, Z, Cory, James. Neely I am not what u think I am. Brian, salut

Sarah! Dude how many x's did you cheat on here? For the cats at SWC, some of you are cool, but

others..whatever! Si where's your dog? Lucille we'll talk later! Yanne b-boy, Ethan-dirt. Hermanita

Angeles! Adam your gifted. Jared, I am pretty sure I love you! Gen don't underestimate how special

you are to me and the others who love you. You are an awesome person and friend. I love you. Dad

thanks for being the coolest. Mom thanks for being the best mom. I love you guys with all my heart.

Emi Sakata
Time goes by so FAST!! These past two year at Stanstead have been wonderful

for me. Before I came here, I just had anxious but it’s disappeared so fast

because everybody around me was there to help me. Last year when I came,

everything was such an adventure and challenge: different school, different

people, and different language. Great memories and my friends who made them

will always be in my heart forever. Especially my friends I made here have

become such an important part of my life and my existence. Isabelle, your big hug always made me

feel happy; your smile drove my sadness away! And of course all my Japanese friends! Thanks a lot!

And also I would like to express gratitude to my parents for making all this possible. And Mrs.

Duncan, Thank you for being always there to improve my English. If these people were not here for

me, I couldn’t have possibly become what I am. Truly words can’t express my gratitude. These

great memories I made here are a second base for my future!!

Adriana Salinas Pena
I’ve done so many things this year that it's hard for me to reduce them in this

space. First, I would like to thank my parents for this great opportunity. Ale,

thanks 4 being the best sis in the world. Mom, I loved those emails that made

me cry of happiness. Dad, thanks for always being there, “I’m afraid of leaving

home" no longer exists in me. THANKS FOR BEING SUCH A GREAT FAMILY!

Unforgettable moments, I learned how to live with my friends day and night. Who

took my calculator! Can I have some noodles? 1,2,3 (doing aerobics in underwear In the hallway). Of

course some of us will never forget chichi POW! Webster, I’ll never forget those wonderful days we

spent together. Winston, Heays, Marc, Matt... you guys are awesome, brutal! Owen, nice boxers eh!

Eduardo thanks for being a great friend, remember,. .friends for life. Dave, Viva Mexico! JD, what a

team Chiquito, thanks to you I spent the best year of my life! TQMuchisisimo. “Great Moments and

Great Friends Never to be Forgotten "THANK U STANSTEAD!
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pflf -7 There is one thing that I will never forget, and it’s the three years I spent at

K Stanstead College, It was just great. There are so many things that I want to talk

about and so many people who I want to thank and these 990 boxes are just not

it enough. I would like to thank God for everything He has done so much for me,™ my family, my friends, my teachers, not only the teachers who taught me but

helped me somehow, and everybody. I want to go over everybody and write

about something and everything that has happened to me the last 3 years. I’m going to miss all Of

you and I love you all. If f had done something really mean to you or bad, please forgive me, and
when we meet again let’s have a smile on our faces. Three more things that I want to say to all of

the people that I know. Thank you, I Love you and I’m going to miss you.

Wow! It’s been five years already. This past year has been the best. Lucille, my Wf/T* •'

student, I’m not sure that I could have gotten through so many exams without
~

you. Rob, I’ve grown up with you and without you I wouldn’t be who I am today.

Isa, you were the best, thanks for putting up with all of my problems. Jared
J

f* g
thank you for listening when I was sure that no one cared, you don’t know how J
much you helped. Mr. Van Dyke thank you for opening up the goal to me and
letting me show you what I could do. MP, Mile Lab Partner, merci c’est tot qui a change mon
attitude envers la vie. Matt, physics wouldn’t have been the same without you. Peeyai, thank you for

being a good friend even when I wasn’t. And thank you: Lindi, Meg, Keely, Kristin, Karine, Catherine,
Simon, Matt, Genevieve, and Luz for making this year the best. Thank you most of all to mum, dad
and Nana for everything you’ve done for me. To everyone not coming back, I wish you well, and to
everyone else, I’ll see you next year.

Audrey Tetu-Giguere
It was a good year. I am happy to have learned so much English. I would like to

thank all the teachers for being nice to me. I was very impressed by the organiza-

tion of this school. I would like to wish you, all students, to be successful in your

Mathieu Tremblay-Noel
The last two years have passed very quickly and I will always remember them.
Pour commencer, parlons du football: Greg ouvre ton trou, alex arrache y la

* ' *

tete, dave arrete de chialer ca fait pas mal. Late lights with JD, Max Duhamel pis 1 .H
5'

Greg, Tuck shop second floor, tequii!a-snapple.??Ma!o reste black. Acapulco with »
jonny, Didier and Andreas, learn how to play golf. Vive le Paladium. Couchi HMk V
couchi 10 pesos. I would like to thanks Mr Elliot for being my advisor and an

excellent football coach.Thanks to Miss Campbell for helping me and supporting me during my
week of “ vacation

“ i— — -> i— .— a.. »» <-> *>-Cath, conversation dans le garage a 3 heures du matin. M-P je t’en dots une.

Empreinte de sandale dans le front. Merci a cath, m-p, gen #1 et #2, Karine, Jonny, Alex, Dave,
Max et J-N pour avoir rendu ces 2 annees si agreables. Pour finir,

j
aimerais remercier mes parents

pour m’avoir donne la chance de venir a Stanstead.
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Catherine Veillette

mm. My three years in Stanstead have gone by so quickly. I have great memories that

F ...JT | won’t forget and I would like to thank all of my friends, even if not all mentioned,M jk who made this last year enjoyable and so memorable., I’ll always remember the 3

‘T musketeers from gr. 10 & 11; Gen L. and Marie Pier, mes deux grandes amies.

Hfe. If Pos ou Neg? Pomme #4015 remember? I’ll also remember to bring my keys!

(hein Mathieu!, une petite nuit dehors de temps en temps a -30°C ca fait du bien!)

Malheureusement les "Sapins Joyeux" sont un peu ddcedes mais on pqurra toujours se reprendre!

La decouverte de ma “couz” Gen B.; “power chief power” ma grande et merci pour tout. The

England trip with “all right Mike! (and Jack)”. My roomie; I’ll miss you Lulu, as I did all year long in

Colby! I would like to thank Miss Wadleigh for the great support that she gave me at all times, I will

never forget. A papa et maman, merci beaucoup de m’avoir donne I’opportunite de venir ici. Je vous

aime beaucoup.

Jean-Nicolas Verreault

First of all I would like to thank my parents for this wonderful chance. I respect S^J •

and love you. Shout out to my roommates, Seb R.- you’ve been an amazing „„

friend Yanne - PLC brother and all others whom I benefited from in three years; '

Simon and his family, Darren Gray's phases, Jared le trophy winner, Pat- un jus

de pu, Greg- t’es un mauvais acteur, Vero- Yanne je casse, Killer- nights in Qc,

Phil, achieve your goals, todas las mamasitas de la planeta, Mp- especially in

grade 9, Sun Tzu, Lucille- a really nice girl, Fardoche, Mr. Bubbles, my old friend Felix, Vincent et

ses marques de disrespect. All Bugbee seniors, Machiavelli, JP, Chemistry class, Andy, Jean-Pierre

et les sept nains, la Grece, and all others that I forgot, Genevieve je ne t’ai pas oubliee. Thanks to

my advisors Mr. Ashworth, and Mr. Marino and to Mr. & Miss Simard (mainly for backing me up

when I was hungry). It took me a while to realize the chance my parents were giving me by sending

me to this school and I did my best to make the investment worth while. P.S: Next year’s write-up

will be more philosophical.

Lucille Villasenor

\v'/v$V coming here. It will be very hard to leave this place next year where part of my
w * i* life was built. I would like to personally thank all of the great friends and staff that

have helped forge my life, but unfortunately my space is limited. But you should

all know who you are. I also want to show my appreciation to the following people: to my 4 closest

friends Les, Simon, JN and JD for helping me and supporting me in many different ways, to Mr.

Ashworth, Miss Campbell and Miss Wadleigh for putting up with me and never giving up on me to

My bro for always helping me out, and the best for last of course, my mother, who I sometimes

took for granted. She worked so hard to send me here and I’m very grateful to her. Mom thanks for

putting up with your “lawyer”!

Meng Kai (Paul) Wang
Wow! Two years have passed. Though Stanstead is not a good place to live, I W~ "

have to agree that it is a good place to study. This place has left me with a ^ jkl '•

colorful memory and I doubt if I can ever forget it. Hey, Eric let's go dance, turn
fL

the music up! Andy, you’re my idol as well as Mr. V. D. I want to have an xlfcj
intelligent mind and great b-ball skills just like you. DG would you tell me all the

stories about STAR WARS? Liam I'll be expecting the day when we go kayaking!

Brian, you’re awesome, but hey calm down a bit on the b-court. Philip, you're so awesome. We'll go

biking someday. Olivia how can you always be so calm? Meagan don’t be scared, dancing isn’t hard

and you’ll be a good dancer for sure! Pita keep practicing, you’ll get it one day! Rob, let's go play b-

ball! F. Ou, work harder! Mr. Simard, you helped me a lot to adapt to the life here. Mr. V. D, Miss

Campbell, your classes are awesome! A big thank you to my family. Words can’t express how I feel,

but I love you all!
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Pf As time goes on we found ourselves having to take major turns in the journey of

L*y life. I found myself taking a turn here in Stanstead College. This year was my I
s*

ever in a boarding school, and I'm proud to say that it is like a 2nd home to me. I

made many new friends. Some are good friends and hopefully you know who you

are. For these amazing things made possible to me, I owe it to that one special

person in my life. He is the man who supported me whether it be on the soccer

field or in school, or even paid for my expensive long-distance phone bills (243). This man is my
father, my #1 DAD IN THE WORLD. Thank You for believing in me! I would like to thank the rest of

my family and my relatives for their support and love, f would like to take this moment to thank Ann

who has always been grateful to me whenever I needed someone to talk to, and to hold. Last I

want to thank all my teachers, adviser, and coaches for putting up with me. This year has been a

memorable year for me.

g§ff|
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ACADEMIC AWARDS
Art Prizes Gina Monteverde Muir

Marie-Victoria Falet

. . . Jessica Lamothe Vargas

Gina Monteverde Muir

Kwok-Chuen (Michael) Tang

Robbie Retchless

Katie McNamara
Keith Nunziata

Tamara Jacobi

Katie McNamara

Keith Nunziata

Tamara Jacobi

Keith Nunziata

Katie McNamara
Emmet Moseley

Robbie Retchless

Marie-Victoria Falet

Tamara Jacobi

Emilio Granados

Annie Thibeault

. . Melanie Laporte / Keith Nunziata

Victoria Rocke

Katie McNamara
Marie-Victoria Falet / Gwenaelle Journet

Katie McNamara
Keith Nunziata

Tamara Jacobi

Victoria Rocke

Mathematics Prizes

Science Prizes Int. Science

Physical Science

Bblogy

English Prizes

History Prize Grade 8

Geography Prizes Grade 7

Grade 9

Grade 9

Beginner

Intermediate

Prize for Most Improvement in French (Second Language)..

Prize for Most Improvement in English (Second Language)

Amaron Prizes for French

Prize for First Aid

Prizes in Spanish

Sybil Galambos Prizes for Frangais

Prizes for General Proficiency

Music Prize

Ting-Yi (Judy) Wu
Olivia Moseley

Thai Truong Giang Nguyen

Jae Won (Steve) Lee/ Meagan Heath

Darren Gray

Jessica Haddad

Claudine Landry

Jean-Nicolas Verreault

Nicolas Gariepy

Ka Ho (Jack) Lee

Meng-Kai (Paul) Wang
Ka Ho (Jack) Lee

Darren Gray

Chatvalai Phromburi

Claudine Landry

Darren Gray

Meng-Kai (Paul) Wang
The John Wells Prize for Improvement in French (second Language) Jared Givarz

Amaron Prizes for French Grade 10 Ka Ho (Jack) Lee

Grade 11 Darren Gray

Sybil Galambos Prizes for Frangais Grade 10 Ting-Yi (Judy) Wu
Grade 11 Genevieve Laquerre

Economics Prize

Geography Prize

Historical Society Prize

J.D. Ferguson History Prize

Biology Prize

Chemistry Prizes

Mathematics Prizes

Physical Science Prize

Physics Prizes
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Prix Speciaux - Ursulines Progres Merle Becker

Succes Melissa Lemay

Music Prizes Piano Victoria Rocke/A-Yeon Kim

Guitar Kensuke Aoki

Voice Isabelle Nazon
GRADE 12

Economics Prize Shannon Cooney

English Prize Robin Mills

Environmental Studies Prize Kristin McCallum

History Prize Ji Hyung (Tina) Yu

Sociology Prize Shannon Cooney

Political Science Prize Ji Hyung (Tina) Yu

Psychology Prize JI Hyung (Tina) Yu

Biology Prize Wing Ho (Tom) Lee

Chemistry Prize Brendan Heath

Mathematics Prize Brendan Heath

Physics Prize Brendan Heath

Amaron Prize for French Shiho Kondo

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais Karine Goyette

Art Prize Shiho Kondo

SPECIAL PRIZES

The Donald McG. Hackelt Prize for Creativity Ji Hyung (Tina) Yu

The Thespian Shield for Acting ... Isabelle Nazon

The Director's Award in Theatre Arts Merle Becker

The Year Book Award Marc Hetu

The Lee Audet Trophy for Public Speaking Ji Hyung (Tina) Yu

The Kathleen Harper Junior Public Speaking Prize Marie-Victoria FaJet

The Rotary Club Service Award (service above self in the SC community) Lucille Villasenor-Caron

Alumni Bursary Award (deserving Gr. 11 student going into Gr.12) Genevieve Laquerre

The Fountain Family Scholarship (deserving Northeast Kingdom student) Danielle Comeau

The Raymond Lester Memorial Award (student who has benefited from being at SC) Jean-Nicolas Verreault

The Banting Bursary Award (best local student academically) Keith Nunziata

The Kenneth Reed Memorial Award (a local junior student returning to school) Tamara Jacobi

The Leonard McGilton Memorial Award (a local senior student returning to school) Meagan Heath

The Billy Huckins Memorial Scholarship (dedication, hard work, achievement, courage) Neil Ednie

The Spofforth Trophy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics Brendan Heath

The Arthur E. Curtis Jr. Award (top student entering an engineering programme) Brendan Heath

The Geoffrey Wood Foundation Scholarship (top student entering a science programme) ... Darren Gray

The Ralph V. Merry Scholarship (top student entering a humanities programme) Jean-Nicolas Verreault

The John H.E. Colby Scholarship (dedication to school, mission, programmes) Meagan Heath

The Trustees Scholarship Genevieve Laquerre

The Jean Prieur Memorial Awards MathieuTremblay-Noel

.House Director's Award Bugbee House Jesse McRae

House Director’s Award Colby House Marie-Victoria Falet

House Director's Award Davis House Jean-Sebastien Gagnon

House Director’s Award Webster House Kristin McCallum

The Wilder Shield (for a junior student with most positive influence) Jessica Lamothe Vargas

The Bowman-Hall Award (boy with the highest average with a Major ‘S') Jean-Nicolas Verreault

The Trueman-McFadyen Award (girl with the highest average with a Major S’) Ji Hyung (Tina) Yu

The Birks' Bronze Medal for the best Student in Grade 10 Claudine Landry

The Governor General’s Medal for the best Student in Grade 11 Jean-Nicolas Verreault

The Birks’ Silver Medal for the best Student in Grade 12 Ji Hyung (Tina) Yu

The Pitcher Memorial Prize - The School's Highest Award Kristin McCallum
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Six Year Club

Alex DanesShannon Cooney

Julie DupuisAlex Duhamel

Marc HetuBrendan Heath

Enk VanDvkeRobin MiUs
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Mrs. PorvthY. Duncan

Mr. Noble Buzzell

Nobel joined the College Maintenance Crew in 1984 and has worked as though the school belonged to him.

He was always ready to take on a challenge and he could be depended upon, regardless of the work to be

done. At times he would shake his head questioning what was happening but was usually the first to get

started on the job at hand. Occasionally he would treat those present to a yodeling session, it was not

uncommon to hear his clear voice testing the school sound system installation. Nobel will be missed around

the campus although it is possible that he will be back periodically to drive the Yazoo and to make sure that

the maintenance crew is doing their job. Thank you Nobel for your assistance over the years and all the

best in your retirement.

Mr. K. Skelton

The Reynolds

Most members of the Class of 1999 were only one or two years old when Vicki Reynolds started working

for Stanstead College in the John C. Colby Memorial Library in 1983. Affectionately known as “Mouse",

Mrs. Reynolds worked along side Judy Philip until 1997 when Mrs. Philips retired. For the past two years,

Ms. Getty and Mrs. Williams have had the privilege of working with her. Vicki's husband Larry, an alumnus

of the school, also worked for many years at the College with Maintenance. Larry also taught the first aid

course until the end of this year. They are both looking forward to travelling extensively when Larry joins

her in retirement. Students and staff alike appreciated Mrs. Reynolds' attention to detail, her sense of

humor and her calm approach to life. Not only did she work in the Library, for several years she provided

transportation for many students with appointments out of town. All three of her children attended the

school - Kevin, Laurie and Keri, Vicki has two grandsons, Sean and Matthew, who will now be able to spend

more time with their Granny. Vicki and Larry will continue to reside in Stanstead so we will happily still get

to see them frequently.

Mrs. Liz Getty
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The Moman Family

As the title above implies, we lose more than just a teacher in the departure of Lena
Moman from the teaching faculty at Stanstead. We lose four members (five with

Buddy) of our community, each of whom has come to hold a special place in the

hearts of those who have known them during their time here. Lena Kwiatek joined the

faculty in the fall of 1990. Her academic areas of expertise were Biology and Math ar

it soon became known that “you do not mess” with Miss Kwiatek. She brought a no-

nonsense approach to her teaching and was always super-organized. Lena, by her o\a

admission, is no jock, but she coached soccer and squash over her years and was
very enthusiastic and dedicated to each team with which she was involved. As the

years passed, Lena became the Head of the Math/Science Department, another task

which she performed well and with the utmost professionalism. After marrying in the

summer of 1991, Lena gave up the girls’ pad she had shared during the previous yea

to move in with her new husband, Avi Moman. Avi had certain skills which led him to

eventually find employment as the Arena Manager and then the Assistant Supervisor c

the Maintenance department in the school. Avi's talent as a carpenter and his attention to detail made him popular with all

of the faculty and staff who needed something fixed properly and quickly. Avi was also one of the better Israeli imports th<

ICEMEN squad has had over the years. He was part of the renowned Bugbee line of Simard #13, VanDyke #14 and Moma
#21. It was one of those late Wednesday nights that lead us to the next part of the story... “Lena's Pregnant"... the cry

used to falsely ring out at many a staff gathering. Well, one time it was finally true. On the February break of 1995, after <

night of dancing following the trustee-staff dinner, Lena gave birth (with the help of a number of staff who were there) to

Vanessa. Vanessa has basically grown up here. For those of us who have been here the whole time, we have seen her

grow from a cute little baby to an adorable young girl. Jordan joined the family in September 1997. He is a cute little boy
who looks like his daddy and who has become the favorite plaything of staff and student alike. The demands of the schoo
the needs of her growing family and her wish to be closer to family in Montreal have led Lena to look for employment in

Montreal. Trafalgar School will gain an outstanding and dedicated staff member this fall. We wish Lena all the best with he

new appointment. When we say goodbye to the Momans this summer, it is with a great deal of genuine sadness. They all

have become friends as well as important parts of the Stanstead family. Thank you for all you have done for the school ar

the students over the years. Thank you for allowing us to share in the growth of your family. I know I speak for all the

students and staff, as well as those who were here in years past, Roger and Marc to name just two, when I say that

Stanstead and we will miss you greatly. We will expect regular visits and calls.

Andre Simard

Miss Arm Giles

Miss Ann Giles arrived in September of 1997 to teach Math and Science. She came on

board to replace Dawn Donohue who had taken a one-year sabbatical. As it turned out,

Dawn was not to return so Ann stayed on for a second year. Ann is a very conscien-

tious teacher. She pays careful attention to each individual student, making sure to

give some positive reinforcement whenever possible. She works hard to get the

younger students organized and on track. She is genuinely concerned about her

students. During her two years at the College, she coached squash, cross-country

running and cross-country skiing. Ann was always out running and skiing with the kids.

Her enthusiasm for these sports was contagious and kept her students motivated. She

also enjoyed helping Mr. Telling organize the school play. During her two years she

was a TOD in Colby. The junior girls appreciated her warmth and good humor. They

felt she was someone they could easily talk to. Ann will be returning to Montreal to

teach. We wish her well!

Lena Kwiatek-Moman
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Mr. Lawmnce Nelson

Usually it takes several years for a staff member to build up a reputation and to leave

an indelible mark on a school. For Lawrence Nelson it took about two weeks.

Lawrence, affectionately known as Nellie (among other pseudonyms) is an eclectic,

original, dynamic individual who luckily chose the teaching profession as a forum for

his unique talents. Unfortunately for us though, he has decided to return to his home-

town of Ottawa after two years here at Stanstead, leaving us with some large cleats to

fill. I met Nellie in the Education Program at McGill University in 1993, where we fast

became close friends. Needless to say I was delighted when, in 1997, he decided to

accept a Math/Science position at SWC. Evidently I looked forward to teaching with a

college buddy, but more importantly I knew what Lawrence had to offer our commu-

nity. Snelgrove is one of those rare birds, a natural teacher. He knows how to guide

without spoonfeeding, how to ask questions, how to make students think, and how to

relate his subject areas to real life. His background in applied science is extensive. He

quickly assumed the role within the department as “that guy who knows a lot of

science stuff”. But just as significantly, he complements his impressive knowledge with a genuine caring for his students.

Just ask the science fair participants who would not have made it without him. I have the utmost respect for Lawrence as a

teacher, which is best evidenced by how many concepts he’s explained to me and by how many demos I've stolen from

him. However, it was not only his teaching that made Lucy invaluable to Stanstead. As stated earlier, he is quite versatile.

He pursued both Physics and Music in university. He’s played high-level soccer, he’s played in a band, and he has worked

in a nuclear plant. The Grove brought his unique talents to the school and became an immediate contributor. He was

Assistant House Director of Davis House in his first year, then took over as HD this past year. He was a dedicated coach,

who devoted considerable time and effort to both his soccer and basketball teams. He volunteered to direct the school

choir, and took them to new heights with gospel renditions of Amazing Grace and that old standby Chorus of the Bells.

And, of course, he was our resident music expert, composing, transcribing and performing for the Cafe Cappuccinos and

variety shows. In his short time here, Lawrence Nelson made sure that he would be remembered by students and staff

alike; his fairness in the house, his positive attitude in the staff room, his skill in the classroom, his howitzer slapshots with

the Icemen, and his overall contribution to life at Stanstead. Boarding schools need people like you. We hate to see you

go, but we all wish you the best for the future. Sing merrily!

Erik Van Dyke

Mrs. Helena Bardati

In July of 1996, we began our search for a Chemistry teacher, a task we knew would be

difficult. It seemed Chemistry teachers were a rare bunch. As luck would have it, there

was a young enthusiastic Chem graduate from Bishop’s University who was so eager to

teach in the Eastern Townships and who enjoyed the country life. Her name was Helena

Bardati and she was invited down for an interview. The rest, as they say, is history. Since

September of ’96, Helena has been teaching a full Chemistry course load. She was our

resident Chem expert. Her students appreciated her clear and organized notes and

enjoyed the various hands-on lab experiments she put together. Helena also enjoyed

introducing her students to new concepts with dramatic class demos. She liked to teach

some of her groups new dances and songs (“Frog Song") just to add some variety to her

classes. Helena was our Science Fair Coach. She worked with Grade 10 students and the

junior students in helping them prepare for their respective Science Fairs. Those evening

lab sessions were slightly chaotic, but Helena managed to keep the students motivated

and focused. During her three years, she also coached the cross-country ski team,

helped with the coaching of softball and organized an Aerobics Club. Helena took part in

many of the animation activities at the school because she enjoyed spending time with the students. It has been a pleasure

working with Helena these last three years. She has always been a team player within the department and we could count on

her to help out in any capacity. Helena will be returning to Sweden, her native homeland, where she will continue to teach

Chemistry, We wish her the best of luck !!

Lena Kwiatek-Moman
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Mr. Peter Thomson

•> Over his fifteen years, Peter Thomson has seen rapid changes in computer applica-
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1 1 , tions covering the simplest spreadsheet and word processor (excluding pencil and

|gp k paESHWBff paper) to the complex and somewhat baffling world of internet connections and usage
'
?
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"
'

VTffe IBU When Peter started teaching at the College, grades 10 and 1 1 were offered only

m • ,lt * gSNKrl BASIC programming on the old Apple lie. Today, students are at ease with Word,

I Jff / M
t

'Mg*!* Excel, PowerPoint and regularly create their own web pages on high speed desktops

M :

J|Kj|L and laptops; using a computer is as basic as opening a book. Grade seven has in the

' wP Jp NH last 2 years been offered a limited computer studies course, while grade 12 has

engaged in project work over the last five years. Peter was instrumental in creating

*
. and maintaining the downhill ski program. It gave him first-hand experience in using

the computer as a time-saving device. Adding a database system for student reports,

Bill student invoices and alumni/development kept him quite busy for several years.

- ™ However, with expanding computer possibilities driving school needs, more and more

computer skills were required to keep ahead. Today, there are many students who an

enthusiastic about computer technology without the nervousness and confusion that existed years before. It will be these

students that contribute to the future successes in this seemingly limitless expanding field of study. Upon his retirement,

Peter takes this opportunity to thank the many students and Stanstead College staff, who reminded him in so many ways,

thank goodness, “that humans are NOT computers."

Lena Kwiatek-Moman

Mrs. Adele Beasse

Adele Beasse leaves Stanstead College after eleven years of outstanding service to the

Stanstead community. We have all come to rely on her warmth and readiness to help

us at all times and with a gentleness and patience that cannot be replaced. Students,

parents, faculty, we all knew that we would be kindly received and looked after if we

went to see Adele. What we did not always realise was that attention to our needs

meant that Adele then has to work late hours and take time away from her family to do

the routine work of being my secretary. Adele was far more than my secretary, of

course. She was the school’s “mother confessor". Students would especially seek her

out for advice and comfort or just sit and talk with her. The school office will not be the

same without her and I am sad that my successor will not have the privilege of working

with Adele. However, nobody deserves a break more than Adele and she will now have

time to spend with her family and her other interests. I know the whole school

community joins me in wishing Adele they very best for the future.

Barry Gallant
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Caisse Populaire

de Stanstead
Mario Scallon

Directeur

Siege Social

1 6. Chemin Dufferin

Stanstead, CteOrford

(Quebec) JOB 3E0

(819)876-7551

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
CLASS OF 1999

C. RONALD SPAULDING, D.DJS. 348 rue Principal©,

Granby, QC J2G 2W6
T6I.M514) 378-2874

Practice Limited to

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery

Office Hours

By Appointment

BREEZY HILL PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
BREEZY HILL ROAD

ST. JOHNSBURY, VERMONT 05819

TEL.: 802-748-3161

Men's 8e Women's
Quality Footwear

and Apparel

Rick McRae
192 Water Street

Campbeltton, NB E3N 1B6
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COMPLIMENTS

of

ERIC T. WEBSTER
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SUCCESS IS A JOURNEY,
NOT A DESTINATION"

Best wishes to all the students

Tom & Shirley Vandor

EMIR
R £ M MARTIN INC.

CENTRE
RENOVATION

CENTER

MICHELMARTIN

7RUECentre

Stan stead, Que. JOB 3E0

TEL: (8 19) 876-2751

(819)563-5060

44rueSt-Pierre

Magog, Que. J1X3A2
TEL; (8 1 9) 843-4792

C JQayiwwe’

JQo'ife,
(

^/aire cmdfffiowia/cl

G E S T I O N

RENALD
LAQUKRRE
Administration d'immeubles
resident iels

.
S bureaux et commerciaux

3960 Louis Piuard, Trois-Rivieres G8Y 4L9

Bureau : (819) 375-5025

Cellulaire : (819) 372-6446

Residence : (819) 375-2877

Teiecopieur
: (819) 375-0613

LIMOCAR
Votre tmnsport&ur de canftence

1075, rue Talbot
Sherbrooke (Quebec) JIG 2P3
T6l6phone : (819) 829-2299
T6l6copleur : (819) 564-1953

Umocar Estrie is proud to

be the official carrier of Stanstead

College.

We want to congratulate all

the students and the ones who

graduate thisyear.

Guy Delisle

Manager

R~Andr6 Thibeault

Sales representative

Compliments of

John H.E.

Colby

“Rpnoi&tEuruso
A. Fluet & Fils, Inc.
Bois • Materiaux de Construction • Quincaillerie

Raymond Fluet

4 Main Street,

Beebe, Que JOB 1EO

Tel..: (819)876-2706

Fax: (819)876-5252

m
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‘Uta.id&ft “&l**c1lc elt StAHAtuul

TVfate 'Pfo-u&t »/ Stanstead

Residences pour personnes retraitees

A residence for retired persons

1, Dufferln

Stanstead

(Quebec)

JOB 3E0

Tei (819) 876-1 161

(819)876-2013

Fax (819) 876-1 163

BERNARD MICHELLOD
General Manager

}£
9066*3899 Quebec Inc.

Edmond J^ubinnville

Service et vente de bruleurs

Entretien de systemes de chauffage

449, rue McAuley
Coaticook (Quebec)

J1A 1J8 Tel.
: (819) 849-4962

MARC GALIPEAU
DIRECTEUR DES VENTES

Produits & Equipements specialises pour I’entretien

et I'emballage industriel

1150, rue Galt Est succursales: Granby
Sherbrooke (Quebec) JIG 1Y5 (514) 375-8874
Tel.: (819) 566-2266 • Poste: 242 Drummondville
Fax: (819) 346-9292 (819) 477-2621

CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL THE
GRADUATES

-Mr. & Mrs. Roger R. Hansen

Autobus (j. AsftBy Inc .

Roger Ashby

president

Pour tout voyage

!

Vehicules scolaires 48 passagers - Minibus

Vehicule adapte pour fauteuils roulants

V6hicules 7 passagers

For all travel I

48 passenger Schoolbus - Minibus

Vehicle for wheelchairs

7 passenger Vehicles

2676, chemin Caron, Ayer's Cliff JOB ICO

Tel.: (819)838-5468
Cell.: (819)821-0494

To the faculty

and students of

Stanstead College

with my compliments.

-Roger Ashby

Si
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Suite 3611

Montreal, Quebec H3B 3P2

Tel: (514) 878- 1800

Fax: (514) 878-4541

Bur & Fax 819-876-2303 Res 819-876-7360

CONSTRUCTION
GOUDREAU

INC

•Machineries Lourdes
•Gravier, Terre & Sable
•Fosses Septiques
•Deneigement

•Heavy Machinery
•Gravel, Earth & Sand
•Septic Tanks
•Snow Removal

ROYAL BANK

C.P 420. 52 Maple MARTIAL FAUTEUX
Stanstead. QC JOB 3E0 Propri&aire - Owner

l!

Richard Millette

Manager

Business Centre

Place des Congres

Royal BankBuilding

2665, King Street West, suite 201

Sherbrooke (Quebec) J 1L 2G5

Tel.: (819) 823-4222 Fax.: (819) 823-4216
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w Compliments of

f Medical Affairs'
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Wyeth-Ayerst Canada Inc.
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WYETH-AYERST
CANADA INC.

y % ** jy>

'

Compliments from

Gordon L. McGilton

of

McGilton, Johnston & Hodess
Suite 1210

2045 Stanley St.

Montreal, Quebec

H3A2V4

Best wishes

from

Qmrles Leonard

of

Clinique Optometrique de Stanstead

74 Dufferin,

Stanstead, Qc.

JOB3EO

AVEC NOS COMPLIMENTS
Raymond Chabot Grant Thornton %

LA FORCE DU CONSEIL
Membre du r6seau Grant Thornton International

COMPTABLES AGRlzHzS

455 rue King Ouest bureau 500
Sherbrooke QC J1H6G4
T6l6phone: (819) 822-4000

T6l6copieur: (819) 821-3640

internet : www.rcgt.com

m
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LIFE
OUTDOOR
PRODUCTS

Proud suppliers to

Stanstead College.

Bob Lunny

514 637-1170

9600 Boul. St Laurent #510
Montreal, Quebec H2N 1 R2

CANADA

Congratulations to

the

graduates of 1 999!

Tel/Fax: 514 631-2532

E-Mall: Life@dsuper.net

CONGRATULATIONS
STANSTEAD GRADUATES

Jared,

You've come a long way since

those early days of chasing

seagulls on the beach.

Love ya lots . .

.

Mom

Christiane Germain

CL
E
>-

Presidente direcfrrice general

HOTEL
Germain
DES*pRES*

03

E
<u

(U

O

1200, avenue Germain-des-Pre

Sainte-Foy (Quebec) Canad;

G1V 3M7

Telephone : (418) 658.122

Telecopieur : (41 8) 658.884

1.800.463.5253

http://www.hotelgermain.cor

FEUCTEAIIONS

AUX
FINISSANTS!
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WITHOUR COMPLIMENTS

ARLIE C. FEARON TRANSPORT
INC.

Garbage Removal

Excavation

Snow Removal

400 Queen Street

Lennoxville, Quebec. JIM 1K9

562 - 3473

GOOD LUCKTO ALL THE GRADUATES
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tatting

35 CRAIG

COOKJHIRE, P.O. job imo
TEL.:(819) 875-3386 FAX: (819) 875-5436

© Felteau |
orthodontists

Pierre Felteau

President

IsMdriM^gfeMBia
OL IMA I ISATION

917, rue Conseil

Sherbrooke (Quebec)

JIG 1L6

Tel.: 819.569.3695

Fax: 819.569.7596

Drs. Jules E. Lemay & Jules E. Lemay

-e- y
-Q-

V-Q V 0 y 9 y e (8i9) 822-4434

SPECIALISTS CERTIFIED IN ORTHODONTICS
Pratice limited to Orthodontics

91, Peel street, (plateau Marquette)

SHERBROOKE

“ Management for Success
“

113 Charlotte Street, Grafton, Ont.

Tel. (905) 349-3982 Fax. (905) 349-2900

e-mail - pentagon@.eagle.ca
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Videotron wishes

the best to all

the graduates.

w w Videotron

_r

Congratulations Simon!

You did a great job and we are

proud of you!

Sue, Nabil and Alex

Centre dentaire

DR. PAUL LANDRY
Galeries Orford

1700, rue Sherbrooke

Magog (Quebec)

J1X5B4
(819) 847-3535

FELICITATIONS

DR. NABIL PETRAKI
cfcrurgien / Surgeon

45;
St-Patrice est #220,

Magog, Q.C., JiX 1T5

Te(./Faoc

(819) 843-2202

Best Wishes

From afriend
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BEST WISHES

To the Students and Faculty

OF

Stanstead College

Bi

FromA Friend

Stanstead College
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BEST WISHES FROM
EXOTIC TOURS

The Expert Organizers

ofStanstead College's March-Break Trip.

(514) 284-3324 or 1-800-361-6164

0=

SPORT!F
302, rue Sherbrooke, Magog (Quebec) J1X 2S1

Guy Blouin, prop. Tel.: (819) 843-4434

Local Distance c°™li,W £XS

JFTMl
Tel. (819)876-5555

J.P. Fournier prop. Stanstead, Qu6.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE GRADS

Good Luck in the

Future

From a friend
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DIPLOMAT!: AMERICAN BOARD OF PLASTIC SURGERY
FELLOW: AMERICAN COLLEGE SURGEONS

!Ricfiard*M. 9\(azaretfi
M.Q., 7.A.C.S.,

PLASTIC. RECONSTRUCTIVE & COSMETIC SURGERY

Congratulations Shannon
on a consistently

great effort.

106 BOSTON AVENUE, SUITE 203
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FLORIDA 32701
TOLL FREE 1-800-330-4414

(407)339-3222 FAX (407) 339-3085
www.doctornazoreth.cofn

Keep up the good work.

RBC
DOMINION
SECURITIES

Love,

Mom and Dad

Tel: (514)878-5004

Fax: (514) 878-5078

E-mail: gbeaubi@rbcds.com

Georges A. Beaubien
Investment Advisor

RBC Dominion Securities Inc.

1000 de la GauchetiOre West
40th Floor

Montreal, Quebec
H3B 4W5

140 Dufferin Street

Stanstead, Quebec
819-876-7121

Cumruiiilutiom - TWD -

(Sfflr)
Congratulations to the 1999graduates!

At C.A. T., we are encouraging the pursuit ofyour
education, in order to reach the level ofexcellency
which you are all worthy

:

We are wishingyou all the best in your quest for

success, happiness and health.

Keep on the good work!

Daniel Goyette

President

dl
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Congratulations to all students, teachers

and administration.

Good luck to the Graduates of ’99

pq$ewon

Congratulations

TO ALL THE STUDENTS.

Good luck in the

FUTURE.

from afriend

REAL ESTATE

We handle all types of Real Estate

Liscensed over 20 years

Congratulations to the grads -

You will be a tribute to your

community.

http:www-jimmyc. together.com

E-Mail: jimmyc@together.net
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Best Wishes to the

Class of1999 from
Mr. & Mrs. Anderson

u
It is not a slight

thing when they,

who are so fresh

from God, love us.”

-Dickens

PAPETERIE

Sautier inc.
AMEUBLEMENT EQUIPEMENT

ET ARTICLES DE BUREAU

BUREAU DES COMMANDES
2373, King Ouest

Sherbrooke (Qc) J1J 2G5
Telephone: (819)566-5366

Telecopieur: (819) 566-8656

TERRASES 777

771, rue King Est

Sherbrooke, (Qc) JIG 1C6
Telephone: (819) 565-3350

Telecopieur: (819) 563-3669

Congratulations to all

Graduates. Best Wishes and
Heartfelt Thanks to the

Staff of Stanstead College.

Ron and Cynthia Mundle

Congratulations
on anothergood

year for Stanstead
College.

From a Friend
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Familia Juarez Trujillo se siente

orgullosa por haber elegido a
Stanstead College para la educacion

de su hija,

Angeles,
muchas felicidades por todo

lo que has logrado durante tu

estancia en Canada. Estamos muy
orgullosos de ti.

Congratulations to the graduating
class of1999,

Felicidades Marc y Angeles.
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ARBELAEZ LUNA, Karen

ARBELAEZ LUNA, Nathaly

AL-AJAMI, Nader

ANDERSON, Alexander

ANTHAMATTEN, Andreas

ANTHAMATTEN, Didier

AOKI, Kensuke

BECKER, Merle

BELIVEAU, Mathieu

BETTEZ, Genevieve

BIRGE, Sarah

BONSPEIL, Cameron
BRETON-BERNARD, Shanny

BUJOLD, Keely

BUSCHMEYER, Jennifer

CAMERON, Leslie

CAMPBELL, Kara

CAMPBELL, Lindi

CARON, Alexandre

CARVALLO GOMEZ, Jorge

CARVALLO GOMEZ, Ricardo

CASTANON OCHOA, Antonio

CERVERA GONZALEZ, Alicia

CHAN, Hin Tat (Jackie)

CHANNELL, Brigitte

CHAVARIE, Louise

CHEN, Yin-Jen (Brian)

CHEN, Yu-Wei

CHENG, Su-Kai

CHO, Ah Ra

COMEAU, Danielle

COONEY, Shannon

COUET-MORIN, Alexandre

COUET-MORIN, Laelia

CUENANT, Kane

CUENANT, Winston

D’ALESSANDRO, Christian

DANES, Alexandru

DAVIS, Philip

DE ALBA, Francisco

DE OVANDO, Eduardo

DOWNING, Caitlin

DUHAMEL, Alex

DUPUIS, Julie

DURUIS, Louis-Philippe

EDER, Gustl

EDNIE, Neil

ELLIOT, James

ELLIOT, Sarah

FALET, Marie Victoria

FAURET, Frank

GAGNON, Jean Sebastien

GARIEPY, Nicolas

MEDELLIN, Colombia

MEDELLIN, Colombia

DAMASCUS, Syria

NEWPORT, Vermont. U.S.A.

SAAS ALMAGEOL, Switzerland

SAAS ALMAGEOL, Switzerland

YOKOHAMA, Japan

WEGBERG, Germany
BEACONSFIELD, Quebec.

TROIS RIVIERES, Quebec.

NEWPORT, Vermont. U.S.A.

DORVAL, Quebec.

GRANBY, Quebec.

STANSTEAD, Quebec.

WEGBERG, Germany

GEORGEVILLE, Quebec
NEWPORT, Vermont. U.S.A.

NEWPORT, Vermont. U.S.A.

ILES DES SOEURS, Quebec.

SAO PAULO, Brazil

SAO PAULO, Brazil

MEXICO CITY, Mexico

MEXICO CITY, Mexico

TORONTO, Ontario.

STANSTEAD, Quebec.

GASPE, Quebec.

CHANGHUA, Taiwan

TAIPEI, Taiwan.

TAIPEI, Taiwan.

MASON CITY, South Korea.

NEWPORT, Vermont. U.S.A.

GEORGEVILLE, Quebec

LAC MEGANTIC, Quebec.

LAC MEGANTIC, Quebec.

WINTER PARK, Florida, U.S.A.

WINTER PARK, Florida, U.S.A.

GATINEAU, Quebec.

MAGOG, Quebec.

CROWNSVILLE, Maryland. U.S.A.

MEXICO CITY, Mexico

MEXICO CITY, Mexico

DERBY LINE, Vermont. U.S.A;

BROMPTON, Quebec.

AYER’S CLIFFE, Quebec.

BOUCHERVILLE, Quebec.

NURNBERG, Germany

FRANKLIN CENTER, Quebec.

STANSTEAD, Quebec.

STANSTEAD, Quebec.

MONTREAL, Quebec,

OUTREMONT, Quebec.

BILOXI, Mississippi. U.S.A.

OUTREMONT, Quebec.

GASPER-MARTINS, Luziela

GERMAIN, Marie Pier

GILLESPIE, Sarah

GINGRAS, Aaron

GINGRAS, Stephan

GIVARZ, Jared

GOELLER, Ryan

GOYETTE, Karine

GRANADOS FRANCO, Emilio

GRANADOS FRANCO, Otto

GRAY, Darren

HADDAD, Jessica

HANSEN, Cyrille

HANSEN, Joshua

HEATH, Brendan

HEATH, Meagan
HEAYS, Ryan

HENRY, Charles Austin

HENRY, Richard Ethan

HETU, Marc

HOUBOUBATI, Tawfik

IDETSU, Natsuko

IWASAKI, Kiyokazu

JACOBI, Rhett

JACOBI, Tamara

JAUREGUI ORTIZ, Bertha

JOURNET, Gwenaelle

JUAREZ TRUJILLO, Angeles

JUDGE, Amber
KIM, A-Yeon

KONDO, Shiho

LABEREE, John

LAMOTHE VARGAS, Jessica

LANDRY, Claudine

LAPORTE, Melanie

LAQUERRE, Genevieve

LARRAGAIN, Jone

LEE, Jae Won (Steve)

LEE, Ka Ho ( Jack

)

LEE, Wing Ho ( Tom )

LEMAY, Melissa

LEMIEUX, Melissa

LESSARD, Marie Chantal

LI, Derick ( Tung Ho )

LILL, Megan
LILL, Ryan

LIN, l-Hsiu ( Michelle )

LOPEZ FAJARDO, Juliana

MAAS, Sean

MacNEIL, Liam

MALO, Simon

MARCOTTE, Ann

MARINO, Massimo

SAXONWOLD, South Africa.

SAINTE FOY, Quebec.

NEWPORT, Vermont. U.S.A.

NEWPORT, Vermont. U.S.A.

NEWPORT, Vermont. U.S.A.

RESTIN, Virginia. U.S.A.

GREAT FALLS, Virginia. U.S.A.

COTEAU-DU-LAC, Quebec.

AGUASCALIENTES, Mexico

AGUASCALIENTES, Mexico

POINTE CLAIRE, Quebec.

SHERBROOKE, Quebec.

LUXEMBOURG G.D., Luxembourg.

WEST CHARLESTON, Vermont, U.S./

STANSTEAD, Quebec.

STANSTEAD, Quebec.

MONTREAL, Quebec.

LITTLETON, Colorado, U.S.A.

LITTLETON, Colorado, U.S.A.

STANSTEAD, Quebec.

DAMASCUS, Syria

TOKYO, Japan

TOKYO, Japan

CEDARVILLE, Quebec

CEDARVILLE, Quebec

CUERNAVACA MORELOS, Mexico

STANSTEAD, Quebec.

MEXICO CITY, Mexico

POINTE-DU-LAC, Quebec

KANGRUNG. Korea

KANAGAWA, Japan

AYER’S CLIFFE, Quebec.

CHIAPAS, Mexico

STANSTEAD, Quebec.

RICHFORD, Vermont, U.S.A.

ST. LOUIS - de - France, Quebec.

MEXICO CITY, Mexico

SEOUL. South Korea

MONTREAL, Quebec.

MONTREAL, Quebec.

TROY, VERMONT. U.S.A.

ST. LAMBERT, Quebec

LAC MEGANTIC, Quebec.

NORTH POINT, Hong Kong.

COVENTRY, Vermont. U.S.A.

COVENTRY, Vermont. U.S.A.

TAIPEI, Taiwan.

STANSTEAD, Quebec.

SARATOGA, California. U.S.A.

MONTREAL, Quebec.

JOLIETTE, Quebec. i
AYER’S CLIFFE, Quebec.

LECCE, italy.

ul
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McDOWELL, Jean NEWPORT, Vermont. U.S.A.

mcdowell, luc Newport, Vermont, u.s.a.

McLEAN, Jade BAIE D’URFE, Quebec.

McNAMARA, Katie STANSTEAD, Quebec.

McRAE, Jesse CAMPBELLTON,|New Brunswick.

MELENDEZ ORTEGA, Luis MEXICO CITY, Mexico

MILLS, Robin STANSTEAD, Quebec.

MO, Danny BROSSARD, Quebec.

MONTEVERDE MUIR, Gina MEXICO CITY, Mexico

MOON, Kyung Ah (Kate) SEOUL, South Korea

MORGAN, Caroline COWANSVILLE, Quebec.

MOSELEY, Emmet NEWPORT, Vermont. U.S.A.

MOSELEY, Olivia, NEWPORT, Vermont. U.S.A.

MUNDLE, Keely V GASPE, Quebec.

NAKANO, Chiaki HYOGO, Japan

NAZARETH, Rich* WINDERMERE, Florida. U.S.A.

NAZON, Isabelle ' PLANTATION, Florida, U.S.A.

NGUYEN, Ty MONTREAL, Quebec.

NJOKU, Gift RIVERS STATE, Nigeria

NJOKU, Martha RIVERS STATE, Nigeria

NJOKU, Nancy RIVERS STATE, Nigeria

NJOKU, Sam RIVERS STATE, Nigeria

NUNNELLEY, Shannon CRAFTSBURY COMMON, Vermont.

NUNOKAWA, Tatsuya TOKYO, Japan.

NUNZIATA, Keith NEWPORT, Vermont. U.S.A. :

OH, Young-Joon SEOUL, South Korea ,|§

1

OTERO, David JOLIETTE, Quebec. A
OU, Cheng Hung ( Frank ) TAICHUNG, Taiwan

OU, Meng-Hang ( Michael ) TAICHUNG, Taiwan

OUIMET, Julien MONTREAL Quebec.

OWEN, Ryan HUDSON, Quebec.

OYADOMARI, Mitora CHIBA-KEN, Japan.

PAPE, Juliana JJERBY, Vermont. U.S.A.

PETRAKI, Simon ItAGOG, Quebec.

PHILLIPS, Trevor
' POINTE CLAIRE, Quebec.

PHROMBURI, Chatvalai BANKOK, Thailand.

PRAT BELTRAN, Pamela MEXICO CITY, Mexico A
RABEAU, Kevin RIGAUD, Quebec.

RAMIREZ CORZO* Monica AGUASCALIENTES, mexico

RETCHLESS, Robbie STANSTEAD, Quebec.

REXROTH, Miriam DARMSTADT, Germany
ROBILLARD, Maxime PINCOURT, Quebec.

ROCKE, Victoria GEORGEVILLE|fQuebec.

RODRIGUEZ DIAZ, Sofia MEXICO CITY, Mexico

ROSS, James POINTE CLAIRE, Quebec-^
ROSS, Peter POINTE CLAIRE, Quefdc.

ROUTH, Melanie DOUGLASTOWN, Quebec.

ROWAN, Patrick/ BURLINGTON, Ontario.
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